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Abstract: This report gives an overview of the implications of electricity market
liberalisation, with special reference to the Nordic market and Finland. The prin-
cipal focus is on the functioning of the wholesale (generation) and retail (end-
users) markets. Furthermore, the handling of risks and the interaction with vari-
ous environmental policies receive special attention. Essentially the Nordic and
Finnish electricity markets have been functioning reasonably well. Yet, under the
pressure of the tight market in the winter of 2002, various shortcomings became
more obvious. The re-attachment of the wholesale and retail market, inter alia
through the (re)introduction of DSM, should be a prime concern. Other points of
attention are – among others – the surveillance of the monopolistic services in the
market and tendencies for vertical integration.
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Foreword

During the work on the climate policy evaluation and related assessments it be-
came very clear how important a good understanding of the functioning of the
Finnish and Nordic electricity system and market is. This does not only apply to
the researchers of VATT who were and are involved in various climate policy
related studies, but also to many other stakeholders somehow involved in public
and private climate policy design, implementation, and assessment.

Given this observation it was decided that VATT should produce an overview of
recent developments and current challenges in the electricity market in a way that
is accessible to a wider audience of stakeholders in related matters, without sacri-
ficing too much analytical depth for those already longer involved in this area.
Furthermore, by publishing it in English we intend to appeal also to foreign read-
ers.

We hope it turns out to be a report that is of interest for all target groups and we
are welcoming your feedback.

Reino Hjerppe

Director-general



Summary

Purpose and scope in a nutshell

This report gives an overview of the implications of electricity market liberalisa-
tion, with special reference to the Nordic market and Finland. The principal focus
is on the functioning of the wholesale (generation) and retail (end-users) markets.
Special attention is given to the identification and allocation of risks. Risk is the
crucial feature in appreciating possible costs and benefits of alternative organisa-
tional models of the electricity supply industry. It is also an important issue in the
current concerns about the sufficiency of production capacity. Furthermore, not
only energy market regulation but also environmental policies affect the ‘risk
landscape’. Therefore, also special attention is given to some environmental pol-
icy themes, affecting electricity generation and use, notably climate policy and
renewables.

Background

In many OECD countries the electricity supply industry has been reorganised and
the sector is often still in a stage of transformation. In generic terms the common
philosophy is and was that there is less justification for such close and often even
all inclusive public intervention. New insights in the use of economic policy in-
struments and new technologies would enable ever better than before to treat
electricity in many ways as a ‘normal’ good. That said, it is however quite evi-
dent that deregulation of the electricity supply industry mostly means re-
regulation. As regards electricity production as such more competition can be
introduced fairly easily. However, as regards the management of networks and
the matching of demand and supply some kind of neutral authorities are usually
deemed as indispensable. For these issues several organisational models have
been proposed and tested, indicating that some of these models seem to work
satisfactorily. Another issue is the pursuit of other policy goals such as (national)
security of supply and environmental performance targets. Although proposals
have been put forward, both issues are still heavily under debate while there are
no clear certainties that some of the proposed options will actually work. Rather
the contrary even, many policy makers and the public at large tend to think the
opposite, that means that the long term security of supply is by no means certain
and neither would liberalised electricity markets be favourable for energy effi-
ciency promotion and carbon emission reduction.

The old system of a publicly regulated and owned system implied on the one
hand that some uncertainties were smaller, while on the other hand the cost im-
plications of reducing uncertainties could be spread out over many customers. As
price elasticity is often low and many customers are more or less captive this was
an easy way of governance that faced generally only mild opposition. However,



as soon as it became clear that reorganisation could result in interesting effi-
ciency gains, pressures increased to adapt. In the meantime it has become clear
that in most cases, and with proper re-regulation, economic efficiency gains (ex-
pressed as lower –pre tax- end use prices) can be achieved. So, from a narrowly
defined economic cost-benefit analysis point of view the reform seems recom-
mendable. Yet, when we take a wider perspective and try to do a social-economic
cost benefit analysis that also tries to value security of supply risks and changes
in environmental performance, a large number of provisos occurs. This also
means that the re-regulation in Europe, including Finland and other Nordic
countries, is far from finished.

Main findings

In comparison to other countries in the EU and elsewhere the liberalised market
in Nordic Europe and not the least in Finland has been functioning quite well
most of the time. Up to recently real end-use prices net of taxes went down with-
out significant reductions in the quality of the services neither for society (envi-
ronment, security of supply) nor for most of the individual customers
(reliability). Reconnection times in case of broken lines increased however re-
markably. This left pockets of customers with significantly reduced reliability.
Most probably new regulation on compensation for prolonged outages will re-
duce this problem.

At the wholesale market both generation and distribution companies seemed
generally to be coping well with the naturally high price volatility of an electric-
ity exchange. The liberalisation started in Finland (and also the other Nordic
countries) in a situation of surplus capacity. Consequently, the liberalisation
caused wholesale prices to be low, i.e. Nordpool was a buyers market. That
situation reduced (as it should) willingness to invest in a new capacity. Over the
time surplus capacity eroded sufficiently to start lasting price increases in 2001.

In the course of 2002 the shortcomings of the Nordic power market started to
become more visible. The variation in hydro capacity, which depends on weather
phenomena which cannot be previewed for more than about a week, makes it
difficult to develop a market that has sufficient forward looking abilities. On the
basis of the filling situation of the hydro reservoirs, the other available produc-
tion capacity, and the demand forecasts, forward prices for periods less than one
year have still a genuine and useful forecasting capacity. For longer periods, in
fact just some kind of extension of current averages is rather common. The con-
sequence is that by the time that investors trust that wholesale prices are perma-
nently on a level high enough to warrant an acceptable lifetime ROI on the new
capacity, it still takes two to six years before extra capacity is actually available,
depending on the type of unit built. The question is to what extent extreme
wholesale prices could occur in the meantime, thereby disrupting the market ei-
ther due to loosing end-use customers (reducing output, bankruptcy, more self-



generation, relocation) or due to serious cash flow problems within the electricity
sector (sales obligations to new and returning local customers at standard tariffs
while incremental demand has to be covered from exchange purchases).

The above described impact of hydro is hard to escape via measures in the
wholesale market only. In contrast to the hedging products for contracts shorter
than a year, hedging cannot help much for this structural long term problem.
Furthermore, any kind of enforcement to invest will only reduce the originally
claimed efficiency of liberalised markets. One of the few options that can be used
to some extent is the extension of transmission capacity between countries and
systems. However, the market regulation of international transmission networks
is still in a state of (progressing) infancy.

A much more important measure in the short to medium term is however the re-
connection of wholesale and retail markets. The virtual detachment of the whole-
sale and retail markets is an essential weakness of many liberalised electricity
markets, including the Nordic and Finnish electricity market.

Reconnection will imply the (re)introduction of Demand Side Management
(DSM), with the inclusion of Time-of-Day (ToD) pricing and Demand Side Bid-
ding (DSB). There are however strong indications that hint at the importance of a
proper embedding of these customer oriented price and demand interventions.
Electricity companies have to reconsider the ways in which they sell electric
power. As the value of electricity to customers is a multidimensional issue (em-
bodying economics, environmental values, loyalties, etc.) this needs to be re-
flected in a multidimensional marketing and product development approach.
Electricity labelling will probably become more important, also because of the
recent EU regulation concerning the origin of electricity sold.

Apart from the principal architectural matters in the Nordic and Finnish electric-
ity market there are concerns about the operational risks and emergence of mar-
ket power. The hydro dominated system of the Nordic countries within a
liberalised market context will most probably lead to alternating cycles of surplus
capacity (with low wholesale market prices in absence of market power) and
tight capacity (with high wholesale market prices, possibly moderated due to
DSM or exacerbated due to market power). The challenge to regulators is that
neither part of the cycle is becoming extremely disadvantageous for neither of the
parties involved (notably generators, distributors, and end-users). Prolonged pe-
riods of very low wholesale prices may cause market concentration due to take-
overs and mergers of weakened generators. Furthermore, prolonged periods of
low prices usually also slow down (environmentally relevant) innovation in gen-
eration capacity. Strong upward swings of wholesale prices may cause cash flow
problems for the distribution companies, which risk is furthermore reinforced by
the obligation to serve local new and returned customers against standard tariffs.



End users can be exposed to negative effects due to vertical reintegration (captive
network pricing, de facto market power) and due to economising on monopolistic
services (grid reliability). Close surveillance of the monopolistic part of the elec-
tricity market will probably reduce these negative effects. Such close surveillance
might include the use of price cap regulation. Too small companies may inhibit
the exploitation of efficiency improvement potential. The latter is notably rele-
vant for the distribution part of the market.

Given the experiences in the past two years, there is also room for some concern
about asymmetric price behaviour in the wholesale market. After slightly more
prolonged high-price periods it takes considerably more time before wholesale
prices return to ‘normal’ levels (for given ‘normal’ momentary demand levels)
than it takes to get the prices to elevated levels. As such this observation is not-
inconsistent with the claim that the forward looking capabilities of the electricity
exchange are limited (essentially just extending recent price levels into the future,
until new evidence occurs).

The impacts of extensive use of electric heating in a liberalised market, without
the use of DSM, and an otherwise also virtual detachment of the wholesale and
retail market, demonstrates to be a risky option for various parties involved and
causes extra cost to the market in general, due to the significant wholesale price
elevating effect of electric heating on cold days.

Apart from DSM it also implies that for newly built homes now default fitted
with electric heating as well as for currently electrically heated homes facing
large renovations heat pumps might start to be an attractive alternative.

At the international level further harmonisation and clarity and transparency re-
garding investment and exploitation of transmission capacity is strongly recom-
mended.
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1. Introduction

In many OECD countries the electricity supply industry has been reorganised and
the sector is often still in a stage of transformation. In generic terms the common
philosophy is and was that there is less justification for such close and often even
all inclusive public intervention. New insights in the use of economic policy in-
struments and new technologies would enable ever better than before to treat
electricity in many ways as a ‘normal’ good. That said, it is however quite evi-
dent that deregulation of the electricity supply industry mostly means re-
regulation. As regards electricity production as such more competition can be
introduced fairly easily. However, as regards the management of networks and
the matching of demand and supply some kind of neutral authorities are usually
deemed as indispensable. For these issues several organisational models have
been proposed and tested, indicating that some of these models seem to work
satisfactorily. Another issue is the pursuit of other policy goals such as (national)
security of supply and environmental performance targets. Although proposals
have been put forward, both issues are still heavily under debate while there are
no clear certainties that some of the proposed options will actually work. Rather
the contrary even, many policy makers and the public at large tend to think the
opposite, that means that the long term security of supply is by no means certain
and neither would liberalised electricity markets be favourable for energy effi-
ciency promotion and carbon emission reduction.

The old system of a publicly regulated and owned system implied on the one
hand that some uncertainties were smaller, while on the other hand the cost im-
plications of reducing uncertainties could be spread out over many customers. As
price elasticity is often low and many customers are more or less captive this was
an easy way of governance that faced generally only mild opposition. However,
as soon as it became clear that reorganisation could result in interesting effi-
ciency gains, pressures increased to adapt. In the meantime it has become clear
that in most cases, and with proper re-regulation, economic efficiency gains (ex-
pressed as lower –pre tax- end use prices) can be achieved. So, from a narrowly
defined economic cost-benefit analysis point of view the reform seems recom-
mendable. Yet, when we take a wider perspective and try to do a social-economic
cost benefit analysis that also tries to value security of supply risks and changes
in environmental performance, a large number of provisos occurs. This also
means that the re-regulation in Europe, including Finland and other Nordic
countries, is far from finished.

This report gives an overview of the implications of electricity market liberalisa-
tion, with special reference to the Nordic market and Finland. The principal focus
is on the functioning of the wholesale (generation) and retail (end-users) markets.
Special attention is given to the identification and allocation of risks. Risk is the
crucial feature in appreciating possible costs and benefits of alternative organisa-
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tional models of the electricity supply industry. It is also an important issue in the
current concerns about the sufficiency of production capacity. Furthermore, not
only energy market regulation, but also environmental policies affect the ‘risk
landscape’. Therefore, also special attention is given to some environmental pol-
icy themes affecting electricity generation and use, notably climate policy and
renewables.

Chapter 2 will give a compact overview of the technical and organisational fea-
tures of the electricity supply system. Chapter 3 deals with the way the electricity
market can be organised, with special reference to the Nordic countries (Nord-
pool). It means that in chapter 3 the short term matching of supply and demand is
explained, both on the wholesale market and the retail market. In chapter 4 the
role and significance of risk handling is discussed. Chapter 5 deals with climate
policy and renewables promotion policy and their consequences for changes in
relative attractiveness of new capacity alternatives. Subsequently, in chapter 6 the
current market is reviewed on its actual functioning in terms of price develop-
ments, generation and import, with special attention for signs of market power or
otherwise distribution of costs, benefits and risks over market parties. Chapter 7
completes the report with concluding observations.
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2. Technical and organisational features of electricity
supply

2.1 Technical features

Demand

The most important feature of electricity is the impossibility to store it, at least
when it concerns in large quantities. The fact that electricity has to be produced
at the time it is needed determines the structure of the electricity system to a sig-
nificant extent.

The demand of electricity varies over the day, the week and the year, due to eco-
nomic cycles (working hours), natural cycles (day/night; sleep/action) and sea-
sonal cycles (temperature, daylight, harvests). An example of the daily variation
during a week in may 2001 for the Finnish electricity system is given in graphs
2.1 and 2.2 below.

Figure 2.1.  Consumption profile in the Finnish power system during a week in
May 2001 (source: Nordpool  http://www.nordpool.com/)

In figure 2.1 it is easy to see that weekly working cycle causes lower demand
levels on Saturdays and even more so on Sundays. The differences between the
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working days are mainly due to variations in weather conditions. The late even-
ing peaks have to do with storage systems, e.g. for electric heating.

Fig 2.2.  Consumption profile in the Finnish power system during a week in No-
vember 2001 (source: Nordpool http://www.nordpool.com/)

Figure 2.3.  Consumption per week in Finland for the year 1999 (source: Nord-
pool annual report 1999)

The demand profile for an entire year shows a gradual swing from winter to
summer and back. Crudely spoken demand in Finland varies between 1300 and
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1700 GWh per week. In severe winter circumstances an increase of about 300
GWH per week on top of the normal winter load can be expected for a couple of
weeks. That means that the required amount of generation capacity varies be-
tween 8,5 GW and 10,5 GW in standard circumstances. However, the extra win-
ter demand easily adds 2,5~3 GW extra capacity need, but this is only required
for 4-8 weeks per year. Typically under those circumstances it is attractive to try
to buy from elsewhere, as can been seen in figure 2.3. in which the consumption
and production lines deviate somewhat more in January-February.

Supply

The answer to meet varying demand in a cost effective way is to build different
kind of power stations. In this respect it makes a big difference whether an elec-
tricity system can also make use of significant amounts of hydro power. Al-
though hydropower is anyhow a very competitive option to generate electricity, it
is particularly suitable for absorbing rapid changes in demand levels, thanks to its
flexibility. The Nordic power system can be typified as a hydropower dominated
system. In Finland itself approximately 15% of generation capacity is hydro-
power, but via Nordpool it is connected to the Norwegian and Swedish systems,
that are for 100% and 50% respectively depending on hydropower. Other coun-
tries in which there is sufficient hydropower to absorb demand modulations are
Austria, Switzerland, France, and Iceland.

Figure 2.4.  Weekly electricity consumption by source of provision from 2000-
week 1 to 2002-week 39  (GWh) (source: ADATO-statistics
http://www.energia.fi/)
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Most other EU and EU accession countries have electricity systems that are typi-
fied as ‘thermal’. Finland proper would be in between both classifications, but
thanks to its participation in Nordpool, it has moved in the direction of a hydro-
power dominated system.1 Some of the impacts of that linkage are already shown
in figure 2.2. A further disaggregation of the information is provided in figure
2.4. The year 2000 was a year with above average availability of hydro power,
whereas the year 2001 had some very cold winter days and hydro capacity which
falls from somewhat above normal to below normal. The contribution of CHP-
DH is somewhat larger in the 2001/2002 winter than in the 2000/2001 winter.
The year 2002 is a very dry year, resulting in ever larger dependence on semi-
mothballed conventional capacity (mostly coal power) and import from Russia.
Last but not least Finland appears to be a net exporter towards the rest of Nord-
pool in many weeks during spring and summer of 2001.

In a thermal dominated system some so called base-load power stations are used
constantly and produce electricity at very low cost. Generally, these power sta-
tions tend to be large (say over 500 MW) and running on cheap fuels such as coal
and uranium2. For the coverage of the day load usually fairly large units are used,
running on oil or gas. In this case it is however important that these units can be
tuned easily and against low cost to match the demand. Finally, peak load power
stations are only used during periods of peak demand (e.g. Monday mornings in
January). Given their limited amount of operational hours, the fixed cost (in-
vestment) should be low, while variable cost matters less.

The description above gives the standard picture. In addition the use of so-called
combined heat power (CHP) should be mentioned. Whereas a normal thermal
(oil, gas, coal) power station would have a conversion efficiency of 40% ~ 55%
(denoting the range from back-pressure to combined cycle), a combined heat and
power unit reaches an efficiency of around 85%. This better efficiency is
achieved due to utilisation of the remaining heat that has passed through the tur-
bines, either as process heat in industries or as heat for district heat systems. No-
tably district heat systems have widely penetrated in Finland (approximately 50%
of the housing stock is heated that way). Also industrial CHP is significant in
Finland, of which about 85% of capacity is concentrated in the paper and pulp
industry (Adato, 2002). In various other EU countries the chemical industry and
refineries are important users of industrial CHP.

Figure 2.5 provides an overview of installed capacity and production per type of
capacity in recent years. Nuclear power and industrial CHP are used intensively

                                             
1 . Finnish readers can find much more extensive explanations on technical backgrounds in Energia
Suomessa (VTT, 1999).
2 . Given the increasing use of carbon taxes, coal is getting less cheap, while – also thanks to technical
developments (decreasing unit cost of gas-combined cycle, and compressed construction times) - natural
gas is getting more competitive, this refers especially to the day load power units. See also chapter 5.
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(around 8400h and 7500h respectively out of the maximum of 8740). Also hydro
power capacity is used fairly much. The operational time of power capacity in
district heat systems hovers around 4000 hours, depending on annual weather
variations. Until 2001 thermal capacity is partly not used at all and partly in the
order of magnitude of 3000 hours, resulting in a low overall rating. For the year
2002 and probably also for 2003 the utilisation rate of conventional thermal ca-
pacity will be higher in order to compensate for the reduced hydro capacity. In
2000 Finland had a net import of electricity amounting to 11,9 TWh, whereas
imports decreased to 10 TWh in 2001 (not included in figure 2.3). For 2002
about 12,2 TWh net import can be expected. In the beginning of 2003 the trans-
mission capacity between Russia and Finland increased by 400 MW, allowing
for additional import capacity of approximately 3,5 TWh. This additional capac-
ity can be expected to be fully exploited for most of 2003.

Figure 2.5.  Capacity, production and utilisation in Finland in 2000 and 2001
(Source: Statistics Finland/Adato, 2002)

Technical developments in the past two decades imply that the distinction be-
tween demand and supply side can become blurred. For example, the use of re-
newables can often be optimised by taking account both of local demand profiles
and overall supply options. Also in case of installing or renewing industrial CHP
capacity, there may be implications for the production process and logistics of
the entire plant. Last but not least, information technology developments as such
enable more precise and flexible forms of demand side management, while the
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availability of ample measurement data open up possibilities to anticipate unfa-
vourable pattern developments in machinery, building and organisational design.

Transmission and distribution

Electricity is evidently very much depending on networks. The customers are
served through distribution networks, whereas the nation wide and even interna-
tional interconnection of local networks has improved reliability while reserve
capacity margins could be reduced. Transmission and distribution cost constitute
also a significant part of the delivery price net of tax (25% - 50%). The share de-
pends on the volume and pattern of consumption and the spread of customers
over space.

By and large it will hold that a significant part of the demand for electricity in a
given area will be met by production in that area or at not too large distances
from that area. Local physical circumstances, logistics infrastructure and local
environmental legislation may make electricity production in some areas more
expensive than elsewhere and hence the extra cost per kWh of high voltage
power transmission are usually not prohibitive for purchasing power from other
regions. If transmission links get better and manifold, competition among power
production will increase. In the Nordpool area there has been some extension of
links and the same starts to happen elsewhere in Europe. If this is accompanied
by technological improvements that reduce transmission losses and/or make
transmission cheaper, an increasing number of production centres spread out over
an ever larger area will be able to serve the same markets. This process will com-
plicate the decision making with respect to investment in new production capac-
ity.

The electricity network can provide also secondary functions as an information
carrier. This is important with respect to network management functions such as
load monitoring and fault detection, while in addition it renders also possibilities
to use the information carrying capacity for demand side management and other
information services, For example, in the city of Turku runs a test concerning
provision of such services by the distribution company (‘Datasähkö’;
http://www.dsturku.net/fi/).

2.2 Organisational features

As regards the reforms of electricity markets it is important to make a distinction
between the change in market conditions and the change in ownership structures.
Changes in market conditions imply that monopolistic structures are abolished by
allowing one or several forms of competition. In principal this is the indispensa-
ble part of electricity market reform. Changes in ownership structures can be
necessary if abolishment of monopolistic structures involves the splitting up of
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for example a vertically integrated national power company (i.e. one public com-
pany caring for generation, transmission and distribution for an entire country).
Another reason could be that in the past public (or rather political) intervention
has led to significant misallocation of resources and welfare lowering pricing
policies in the electricity system. Generally, one can observe that electricity
companies in Nordic countries are operating in liberalised wholesale and retail
markets, but public ownership is (still) a wide spread phenomenon.

Without changing the ownership status there are still possibilities left to improve
the allocative efficiency inside a publicly owned company, by means of so-called
corporatisation. This often involves the transformation from a public department
into private company structure, though the shares are totally or predominantly
owned by the original public authority from which it is separated.  This is a first
and often quite important step to detach the daily management and even a sig-
nificant part of the long term decision making from regular policy interventions.
It means for example that a company will need to achieve normal or almost nor-
mal levels of return on capital invested, while this kind of benchmarks get totally
blurred in a system operating within a public budgeting logic.

Since neither the history of electric power companies nor the situation just before
the liberalisation started was the same across Europe, the concrete steps taken
and typical disputes emerging differed over countries. A consequence of the wish
to introduce competition is the need to unbundle. This is a common feature in
most European countries. It means that vertically integrated electric power com-
panies are split up in a generation company and a distribution company. An ex-
ception is France where a majority of the stakeholders adheres strongly to one
national vertically integrated electricity company. Although even in France two
other market parties, Vivendi and Suez Lyonnaise (also stakes in Belgian Trac-
tebel) start to get a foothold (Caudet, 2001). Furthermore, France has finally
agreed to entirely implement the EU directive on liberalisation of electricity sys-
tems in the member states (Directives 96/92/EC and 98/30/EC and proposed
amendment COM(2002)304 final). The transmission grid (for transport of large
volumes of electricity across a country and across borders) is generally separated
from distribution and generation, as it constitutes the most inherently natural mo-
nopoly of the whole system. It is usually managed by an independent authority
that also takes care of the balancing of the system (ensuring that supply and de-
mand match physically throughout the system). The ownership of the transmis-
sion network may be entirely public or a (mandatory) joint venture of electricity
generators and distributors. In Finland the latter option is chosen.

The handling of separation of generation and distribution differs across Europe.
In the UK initially the separation was quite strict, while later on cross-ownership
was allowed again, provided it did not lead to re-instatement of market power. In
the Netherlands on the other hand the separation has been maintained quite
strictly, which has resulted in a situation in which most Dutch generation compa-
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nies are foreign owned and some distribution companies as well. Though in the
beginning of 2003 a large distribution company (Nuon) bought back a significant
chunk of the generation capacity that was sold a few years ago to foreign
(American) investors. On the other hand in various countries distribution compa-
nies were allowed to integrate horizontally (a part was horizontally integrated
right from the start). Horizontal integration means that a distribution company
delivers various energy and possibly non-energy services to end-users (for exam-
ple electricity and/or gas and/or heat). In Germany separation of generation and
distribution is not a strong requirement, which has resulted in an oligopolistic
structure of large and partly vertically integrated electricity companies. Another
phenomenon that occurred in many countries is the merger of small electricity
distribution companies into larger ones. This process occurs also in Finland. In
most cases the local distribution companies are bought by a Finnish or foreign
generation company. This is allowed provided it does not lead to re-instatement
of market power. There are doubts whether market power is reinforced or not
(e.g. Fleten and Lie, 2000; Amundsen and Bergman, 2000; chapter 6 of this re-
port).

In Nordic countries horizontal integration often exists in municipal power and
district heat companies, which is a logic occurrence due to the joint production of
electricity and heat. In various countries this portfolio is sometimes extended
with delivery of other ‘utility’ products. In some cases there are even attempts to
create so-called ‘super-utilities’, in which the retail trade of power, and a wide
selection of supply of for example heat, natural gas, drinking water, cable TV,
etc. is merged in one company. In this case the desire is to exploit economies of
scope, next to the familiar economies of scale. For example, in relation to de-
mand side management and so-called intelligent homes (and service buildings)
this extensive horizontal integration renders additional possibilities to create
value added (but likewise may also spur new concentration trends).

Scale is an important feature in electricity markets, since the economies of scale
are large both in production and distribution. As regards production scale
economies do not only apply to single units3, but also to the ownership of a suffi-
ciently large and diversified portfolio of units. A large portfolio of standardised
units implies better possibilities to reduce maintenance and operation cost (for
example personnel and parts are interchangeable), whereas diversification means
better options to make more effective offers on the wholesale market. Interna-
tional studies (IEA, 2000; Politt, 1995) suggest that scale economies for a port-
folio of power units can be achieved up to 10000 MW to 15000 MW. For the
wholesale market prevention of market power is equally important. Therefore,
the size of the wholesale market needs to be considerable or there needs to be
sufficient transmission capacity to neighbouring markets (implying in fact inte-
grated markets as in the Nordic countries).
                                             
3 . There is an upper limit depending on the technology and function of a considered unit.
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The above considerations suggest that - when confined to one (national) market
area - an upper limit for market shares may mean that economies of scale cannot
be totally exhausted. The linking up of national networks in an international mar-
ket area can allow companies to exhaust economies of scale further, thanks to
cross border ownership and mutual market entry rights. There is however a risk
that in a short term oriented drive for efficiency generation companies may press
too much for large mergers to be accepted or competition authorities believing
too long that scale economies will deliver further price reductions to the con-
sumer. The developments in the US airline industry are often referred to as an
example4. The European telecommunication industry demonstrates already
strong concentration tendencies, whereas also the European electricity supply
industry shows first signs, that at least in some regions/countries concentration
starts to become a significant factor. Market domination always means that price
reductions stop and are often even reversed, whereas the product portfolio may
shrink.

Table 2.1 on the next page gives an overview of the main characteristics of the
organisation of the electricity system in selected European countries.

                                             
4 . After an initial phase of increased competition which meant more routes and lower prices to customers,
the US went through a tremendous wave of mergers and take-overs, resulting in a oligopolistic structure
(almost a duopoly) in which a few airline companies dominated the US market. However, it should be
added that new concept budget airlines and the aftermath of 11 September WTC tragedy seem to shudder
the position of the mega-carriers.
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Table 2.1.  Summary overview of market features by country

Country Integration

forms

Ownership Market

model -

wholesale

Retail mar-

ket

Size distri-

bution

Price trends

Finland

Partly verti-
cal; industrial
co-operate

Generation:
mixed
Distribution:
mostly public

Nordpool
Exchange +
bilateral
Diversity in
fuels and
generation
units is large

Fully liberal-
ised;

2 larger gen-
erators; many
city-DH
companies

97-2000-
down/stable
2001 irregular
2002 up

Sweden

vertical

Generation:
mostly public
Distribution:
mostly public

Nordpool
Exchange +
bilateral
Generation is
mainly hydro
and nuclear

Fully liberal-
ised;

2 larger gen-
erators; many
city compa-
nies

95-2000-
down/stable
2001 irregular
2002 up

Norway

Vertical, but
often local

Generation:
mostly public
Distribution:
mostly public

Nordpool
Exchange +
bilateral
Generation is
only hydro;
Transmission
bottlenecks

Fully liberal-
ised;

No clear
domination

92-2000-
down/stable
2001 irregular
2002 up

Denmark

Vertical, but
often local

Generation:
mostly public
Distribution:
mostly public

Nordpool
Exchange +
bilateral
Generation
coal, CHP,
wind; ongoing
switch to
renewables

Fully liberal-
ised;

No clear
domination

99-2000-
down/stable
2001 irregular
2002 up

Germany Vertical and
increasing;
and also
horizontal

Generation:
mixed
Distribution:
mostly public

Liberalised,
Dresden
exchange +
bilateral; no
ISO

Fully liberal-
ised

Domination
by largest 3~4
integrates

Stable/up

UK

Significant
vertical
(re)integration

Generation:
mostly private
Distribution:
mixed

Liberalised;
NETA man-
datory auc-
tion; mainly
thermal +
nuclear, some
hydro

Fully liberal-
ised

Fairly even
among gen-
erators; end
users?

Down/stable

Netherlands
Significant
vertical
(re)integration

Generation:
mostly private
(and foreign)
Distribution:
mixed

Liberalised;
APX ex-
change +
bilateral;
mainly ther-
mal

Liberalised
for me-
dium/large
users; small
ones in 2004

Fairly even
among gen-
erators; end
users ?

Stable/up

Belgium
Vertically
integrated

Genera-
tion/distributi
on: mainly
private

Semi-
liberalised;
Nuclear +
thermal

Liberalised
for me-
dium/large
users; small
ones in 2004

Dominance of
integrate

Stable/up
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3. Matching supply and demand in a liberalised
market

3.1 Introduction

In a publicly owned monopolistic system pricing and sales risks were relatively
small. With respect to operational planning there was a well defined merit order
of public power units. Growth in demand and ageing of the existing generation
stock required compensation by newly built generation capacity in such a way as
was most suitable to an optimised merit order. In a liberalised electricity market,
notably in case of cross border competition, the merit order will be less certain as
will be the recapturing of costs of existing and notably newly built capacity.

Whereas in the old system electricity production costs mattered less, in a liberal-
ised electricity market it is essential to be sure that costs can be recovered. Idle
capacity has now high penalty costs, unless amortised already. In case of elec-
tricity basically two market organisation models can be distinguished5 being:

A. a mandatory centralised auction in which all power, except industrial self-
generation, is offered; and…

B. an electricity exchange complementing a free bilateral contract market.

The Nordic countries, including Finland, and also Germany and the Netherlands
have adopted some form of model B. The UK for example had originally chosen
option A, but has adopted a new market model (NETA) which became opera-
tional in 2001.

In the next paragraph the principles of both systems will be highlighted in brief.
Annex 3A of this chapter briefly explains the principles of marginal cost pricing
and some related issues for those readers that are not familiar with the concept.

3.2 Wholesale market - the power auction and the electricity exchange
model

For both types of market organisations it is good to realise that different func-
tions can be represented by the same agent. The following agents can be distin-
guished in both liberalised market alternatives:

                                             
5 . The single buyer model, could be termed the third option. In case of electricity this option implies
however a very limited introduction of competition in the system. For natural gas this is somewhat differ-
ent (and perhaps also for district heat, though so far, there are no practical examples of the last).
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 Generators

 Distributors (apart from managing the local network often also suppliers)

 Suppliers (sales to end-use customers)

 System Operator (ISO) and main transmission net owner/manager

 Exchange or auction authority

The main transmission network manager and the system operator can also be
separated, but the functions are closely related especially with respect to main-
taining physical integrity of the electricity flows in the network (balancing func-
tion).

In addition the following agents can be distinguished:

 Market competition authority (often separate for electricity)

 Brokerage, advice, risk management, etc. services

Electricity Auctions

Applications of the auction model can be found among others in the UK, Spain
and Australia. All power capacity over a certain size (e.g. 50 MW) needs to be
submitted via the auction, unless the unit is exclusively used for self-generation
for a manufacturing plant on the same location. Every generation unit owner
submits a bid for which it is prepared to generate a specified amount of electricity
for a certain time period. The basis of such a system is usually a ‘day-ahead mar-
ket’, meaning that the auction authority (which is often also the independent
system operator - ISO) asks unit wise bids from the generators for every hour of
the next 24 hours. Subsequently, for every time slot the auctioneer selects the
necessary amount of generation starting from the cheapest unit offered. The de-
mand side is more or less supposed to be represented by the auctioneer in the
previous UK system. In other words demand is claimed be known, quite similar
to the pre-liberalisation situation in which a centralised dispatch was active on
behalf of for example the CEGB (UK) or Sep (NL).

The expected demand per hour is usually derived from a load shape model,
which is based on pattern regeneration from similar days last year, recent demand
developments, weather forecasts and special events6, by and large as in the pre-
liberalisation situation. It is possible to introduce demand side bids into the cen-

                                             
6 . Typical approaches for this are ARIMA techniques, spectral analysis, etc.
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tral auction system (as is the case in the new UK system - NETA). However, by
doing so the system starts to evolve in the direction of option B, i.e. electricity
exchange with a parallel bilateral market.

Figure 3.1 displays an electricity market with a central mandatory auction. Next
to large scale generating companies distribution companies are allowed to own
small scale generation, e.g. in relation to district heat systems, renewable energy
use and peak load management.

Figure 3.1.  Schematic overview of auction based power market

Next to a primary bidding system necessary to produce a merit order of genera-
tion units, there are secondary auxiliary trade systems taking care of so-called
contracts for differences and balancing contracts (not shown in figure 3.1). These
secondary markets are necessary since the actual amounts bought from every unit
per time slot (and amounts sold per time slot to distribution companies) can differ
from the merit order resulting from the auction. To fulfil the original contract
obligations a system of compensation (contracts for differences) is set up. The
need for these secondary arrangements is significantly larger in exchanges + bi-
lateral systems (option B).

Next to the above mentioned risks the generators need to hedge against risks in
changing input cost (e.g. fossil fuel prices) and risks of more substantial non-
delivery. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.

The price formation on the wholesale market in an auction based system mainly
depends on the steepness of the supply curve (i.e. how quickly more expensive

GG

Central mandatory

auction

Generator 1 Generator 2 Generator n

Distributor/supplier 2

Bids
Merit
order

Production delivered
according to merit order

Wholesale deliveries at common hourly price

Local network supply mark-ups

Retail delivery including further local (network) mark-ups

Distributor/supplier 1 Distributor/supplier k
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units need to be engaged in order to meet extra demand). The response from the
wholesale demand side is in fact slowed down to the degree one can observe their
actual response in the development of consumption rather than via direct match-
ing in a bilateral market or power exchange. In practice it means that there is only
one price (per hour) for buyers at the wholesale market.

For those that have experience with the typical demand patterns by time of day
and by season (see figures 2.1 and 2.2) and also have knowledge of the technical-
economic features of the installed generation capacity in the own and the com-
peting companies has sufficient information to aim for bids that maximise the
integrated producer surplus (as opposed to consumer surplus) for the generator
over a sequence of day-ahead markets.

Observing this information advantage of experienced generators in a centralised
auction system, as was the case in the UK, the prevention of market power
among generators is very important, since the resulting market prices are mainly
dependent on the bids and the way of bidding of the generators. It is therefore
essential that the number of bidders is large enough. For example, in Australia
this concern has caused the regulator to decide to split up the generation compa-
nies in many small ones, arguing that the loss in technical efficiency due to
smaller power portfolios per company were outweighed by the gains in real
competition7. In the UK it became clear that the two major generators had far too
much market power, resulting in high price levels in the central auctions. Apart
from mutual anticipations of market leaders’ (re)actions resulting in higher bid
levels, it was also possible to cheat by retracting available units (declaring them
unfit) in the capacity market and later on reintroduce them in a supplementary
auction, if more power appeared to be needed. The regulator undertook attempts
to repair the situation, which had some but no decisive effects, hence the move
towards a complete new system recently.

Apart from the – partly failing – competition among bidders in the auction, com-
petition can come from new market entry. The larger the margins the likelier it
gets that new lower bidding entrants appear on the market. Given the necessity to
be well informed and the high initial capital cost, surplus profits have to be really
substantial in order to invoke new entrants to the generation market.

Reintegration of generator and distributor would be safer for the generator as it
can now choose to some extent to cash in on both producer or consumer surplus.
However in order not to compromise the pool system this was initially not al-
lowed in the UK. Later on the principle was eased.

                                             
7 . This can be true in two situations, being (1) at the start of the liberalisation the inefficiency of the mo-
nopolistic predecessors’ pricing behaviour outweighs the narrow portfolio efficiency loss or (2) the dy-
namics of surplus profits in a malfunctioning power market would outweigh the narrow portfolio
efficiency loss. So, there is no guarantee that Australian regulators choose the right degree of decomposi-
tion.
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The eventual price paid by the end-users comprises much more than generation
cost only. As this is only very partly depending on the difference between auc-
tion and exchange based systems, this issue will be discussed later on in section
3.3.

Exchanges + bilateral trade

In this market structure electricity is more regarded as a normal commodity and
hence centralised trade is regarded as undesirable and unnecessary. This means
there are no objections against bilateral trading between generators and distribu-
tion companies, brokers or other sellers. At the same time it is acknowledged that
price transparency is vital for a well functioning market. Therefore a power ex-
change is needed next to a bilateral market. Apart from price transparency this is
also needed for balancing the system.

It would be far too risky to trade all or even a big part of the electricity via the
exchange. Bilateral trade without an exchange would obviously lead easily to
situations with asymmetric information and consequently higher prices than
needed. Therefore bilateral trade and an exchange are complementary to each
other. Figure 3.2 provides an overview of an electricity market based on a power
exchange + bilateral trade.

 Figure 3.2.  Schematic overview of exchange + bilateral market

Generator 1 Generator 2 Generator n

Distributor 1 Distributor 2 Distributor k

Local network supply mark-ups

Retail delivery including further local (network) mark-ups

trader 1

trader 2

trader zPower exchange
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Generators can sell via bilateral contracts directly to integrated distributor-sellers
or to a trader. Such contracts usually last at least a year, but can also last longer
or shorter depending on the expectations and uncertainty on future price levels
and required demand. A generator can also sell via the power exchange. This can
be attractive, if for example a good part of the generators’ capacity has been al-
ready contracted bilaterally and the remaining free capacity is easy adaptable to
demand. In that case the generator offers its remaining capacity only for hours
with high demand (and consequently high price).

In case generic price expectations are upward, generators will prefer to increase
their sales via the exchange. Both generating and distribution companies can cre-
ate trade companies that service both the mother company and also other compa-
nies (The dashed rectangular and oval groupings in figure 3.2). It is also allowed
that generation companies buy distribution companies as is happening in Sweden
and Finland, though usually the regulator has formulated an upper limit for the
market share in the retail market8. In the Nordpool area several large industries
have their own subsidiary trading companies, implying that these traders create a
direct short cut from production to end-use, whereas these industrial traders can
also (re)sell to third parties, e.g. from surplus industrial CHP production.

In the exchange version of the liberalised market there is a quicker feedback in
case generators try to drive up prices. Nevertheless, also in this market there
should be sufficient choice between generators to ensure competition is really
active. Of particular concern is not only the number of competing generators, but
also the degree of (re-)integration of generation and distribution/retail supply.
Originally the latter aspect was regarded less of an issue if there is additional
regulation on pricing of (local) network services (price cap regulation) or a well
functioning competition authority. However, there seems to be sufficient leeway
for integrated power companies to move towards recaptivation of their retail
customers by using as much space as possible in their network pricing services
(see also 3.3 and 3.4).

3.3 End-user pricing

End-use prices depend for 35%-80% on the generation cost depending on the
volume of consumption and the delivery voltage. The cost of transmission, dis-
tribution and billing are added, as well as environmental taxes. A CO2 related tax
is already imposed at the generation side of the system (and consequently alter-
ing the competitive position of various generation options, see chapter 5 for
elaborations). To be exact, in practice many EU countries (e.g. Finland, Sweden,

                                             
8 . Basically a distribution company can also buy a generator. In Finland this has usually taken the shape
of distributors having stakes in a (joint venture) generation company. In the Netherlands where the four
large distributors had the upper hand in the market, indeed a significant vertical reintegration took place
with the initiative at the distribution side.
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the Netherlands) apply an energy tax and not a genuine CO2 tax. In that case the
tax is often levied at the moment of delivery, as for example in Finland. Various
countries (e.g. in the UK) impose levies related to renewable energy and energy-
efficiency programme funding (in fact a so-called earmarked tax).

The network and sales service elements of the retail price are in virtually all lib-
erated electricity markets subject to surveillance of a competition authority. Fur-
thermore, in various countries, e.g. Italy, the UK, the Netherlands, price cap
regulation for monopoly parts of the electric power service (especially local dis-
tribution cost) is in effect. It means that distribution companies are allowed to
change network fees only up to the maximum percentage indicated by the regu-
lator. Next to possible cost increases the regulator usually also inserts a produc-
tivity improvement correction, which has always a downward impact on the
allowed change of the network fare. Therefore, if costs did not increase (much),
the network fee index can also move downward, obliging the distribution com-
panies to lower their network fares.

It is important to assess attainable productivity levels thoroughly before applying
price cap regulation. In the UK the regulator only gradually realised that distri-
bution companies could improve productivity significantly (Thomas, 2001). In a
recent EU SAVE study (Thomas et al., 2000) it is argued that the usual way of
determining a price cap may stress still too much incentives to maximise sales
volumes while saving on investments as much as possible.

There is no price cap regulation for distribution companies in Finland. There is
only a generic principle formulated in the electricity act, stating that network
service fees should mirror the cost of owning, maintaining, and operating a net-
work including a sales margin that ensures the continuity of the operations. Any
party in the electricity market is allowed to file a complaint to the electricity
market authority on distorted network pricing, while the market authority can
take own initiative to assess and disapprove rate changes. There have been com-
plaints about unfair network charges in Finland and more may follow. The Fin-
nish electricity market authority furthermore tries to enhance market
transparency by putting as much as possible all tariff and cost data on its web site
in downloadable form. Table 3.1 gives and overview of elements in electricity
pricing. The shaded area refers purely to wholesale market elements.
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Table 3.1.  Overview of price structure of electricity

Cost element Household or service Large industrial user
Generation – capacity Yes
Generation – kWh

For small consumers a
compound kWh rate;

otherwise separate
Yes

Main transmission Yes Yes
Mid range distribution
(≥ 25.000 V)

Yes Depends on connection
level of user

Transformer - Yes, unless owned and
maintained by user

Low voltage distribution Yes -
Administration cost Yes Yes,

but very small % of cost
Taxes and levies
- Environmental
- VAT

Yes
Yes (households)

Yes, but ceilings
-

In an exchange + bilateral market there are more options to get a lower retail
price. The customer can try to find an alternative supplier (trader) that has man-
aged to buy electricity cheaper on the wholesale market. Since there is no aver-
aging out as in a central auction, price differences can be handed down to
customers, provided that the market is sufficiently transparent and the transaction
cost for obtaining information and for (re)negotiating a contract are not prohibi-
tive. Transparency and transaction cost seem to be no crucial obstacles for larger
customers in Finland (VTT Energia 2001; KTM, 2001). For smaller customers
obstacles may be a relevant point. The number of switches to other suppliers
have been small both for domestic and business users. For business consumers
this may be related to pre-emptive adaptation of end-use price by the distribu-
tion/supply companies, which would mean that the concept of contestable mar-
kets is effective indeed (but hard to demonstrate). For domestic consumers and
small businesses transaction cost is probably an issue.

3.4 The market picture in Finland and the Nordic market

The market structure in Sweden and Finland looks by and large the same, al-
though Swedish largest generator Vattenfall has more market power in Sweden
than the largest Finnish generator Fortum in Finland. According to Midttun et al
(2001) concentration measured by the so-called HHI index9 rates 0,2 in Sweden
                                             
9 . The HHI index is defined as the market share of a company with the market volume expressed in  kWh
consumed.
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and 0,13 in Finland. These figures refer however to 1997 and are probably based
on direct sales to end users (via own retail networks). According to SENER (Fin-
nish Electricity Association) Fortum, including it’s associate companies, covered
18% of the electricity supplied to end-users in 2001. According to the Electricity
Market Authority (http://www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi/) Fortum covers ap-
proximately 40% of domestic power production and Pohjolan Voima (the heavy
industry dominated company) about 20%. In the meantime both Fortum and
Vattenfall (which does not own much generation capacity in Finland) have been
active in buying distribution companies in Finland as well as in Sweden and con-
sequently their direct reach into the retail market has increased.

Even though transparency and cost-efficiency for the end users are important
objectives of electricity market liberalisation it does not mean that market
authorities should aim at complete eradication of market power. Liberalisation
means an increase of the risk for insufficient return on capital, whereas wholesale
price levels vary considerably over time. Complete eradication of market power
may strip power companies from possibilities to compensate for these risks,
leading to a halt in investments and renewal. However, in as far as market power
involves substantial and systematic appropriation of the producer surplus by one
or a few companies to the detriment of the other market parties (including the end
users), supervising authorities could claim that the market relations represent a
social-economically undesirable situation.

The wholesale market – capacity cost attribution and price formation

Reintegration has been identified as a potential problem in the Nordic market
(see also KTM, 2001; Fleten and Lie, 2000). Not only Vattenfall and Fortum are
buying or at least aligning distribution companies, but in addition to that a good
part of the large industrial users control a de facto horizontal integrate via
TVO/PVO, while some of the larger urban distribution companies own signifi-
cant amounts of district heat related generation capacity (see also Midttun, 2001).
On the basis of compiled statistical information it can be concluded that about
25% of the generated electricity in Finland is sold outside the own integrate. Ob-
serving the ongoing actions of Vattenfall and Fortum this share will probably
decrease, whereas the remaining share is not randomly distributed over types of
power units and neither over types of customers. This can be clarified by means
of figures 3.3 (and later on 3.4).
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Figure 3.3a.  Supply cost curve of the Finnish electricity system with limited (ex-
pensive) hydro import conditions (€/MWh)

Figure 3.3b.  Supply cost curve of the Finnish electricity system with ample (in-
expensive) hydro import conditions (€/MWh)

Figures 3.3a and 3.3b represent stylised supply curves for the Finnish electricity
generation capacity in case capital cost are still relevant (some of the old coal
power is wholly or largely amortised). For the different types of generation tech-
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nologies it is indicated what total cost per MWh approximately amount to in case
of new (or recent) capacity. A distinction is made between the non-summer pe-
riod (used in figure 3.3), when district heating related generation capacity is in
operation, and the summer period (not shown)  when this capacity is operated at
a very modest level. A second distinction is between years with abundant pre-
cipitation (wet) and years with below average precipitation (dry). This relates to
the actual amount of GWh that can be produced in the hydro power capacity.
Furthermore, import from Russia (import R) is supposed to be available at a
practically constant price, whereas the (hydro dependent) import from the Nord-
pool area can have quite different price levels. In figures 3a and 3b the situation
without the 2003 extension of transmission capacity between Russia and Finland
is shown. A third distinction is between valuation of the capital cost of installed
power by applying a rate of return of 5% and 12% respectively. The 5% rate was
quite common in the pre-liberalisation era. The 12% is an average of what is ex-
pected from commercial capital providers for this kind of investments in a liber-
alised market10. In practice the owners of generation capacity will usually have a
mix of newer and older units. For the older units capital cost are usually low and
sometimes only related to later refurbishment investments rather than the original
investment. For those units the costs of not running them are rather low. On the
other hand for more recent investments one can expect that the owner aims for
sufficient billable run time in order to earn his investment back. It should be
stressed that the amount of newly built capacity has been fairly small in recent
years and has been mainly replacing old units.

Figure 3.3a and 3b. also show the average load levels (consumption base) at typi-
cal moments of the day. Base loads hover around 8000MW ~ 9000 MW. Day
time loads outside summertime are mostly somewhere between 10000MW ~
11000 MW. Whereas during really cold winter working days peak levels of about
13000 MW can occur11. All in all it means that the demand levels are most of the
year (day and night) at least 7500 MW, whereas a significant part of the year
(~5000 hours) a capacity of about 10000 MW is in use. The 13000 MW load lev-
els are however much less common. In recent years loads of over 12000 MW
occurred less than 1000 hours per year. With steady increasing consumption and
others conditions equal this number of hours will increase. When translating
these numbers into required capacity one needs to add a reserve margin of ap-
proximately 18% to account for maintenance cycles and incidental non-
performance.

The places where the various vertical dotted lines – representing typical load lev-
els – cross the supply curves in figure 3.3 are indications for the wholesale

                                             
10 . This refers to equity capital. For borrowed capital (bond loan) a lower but certified percentage will be
applicable.
11 . During the last weeks of the year 2002 load levels of about 13600 MW were attained various times.
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prices12 during these typical periods of the day and the week, in case all con-
sumption would be covered by domestic sources. The lower boundary of possible
price levels at the electricity exchange is given by the marginal cost curve. For
their overall sales generators obviously need to cover their total cost. This is
achieved by selling a part of the electricity through bilateral medium or long-term
contracts and for the rest by trying to bid above the marginal cost on the power
exchange. As long as demand is high enough to ensure fossil back-pressure use
other cheaper units can be successfully offered above their marginal cost level.
When applying the typical price levels of recent years (ignoring for the moment
the extreme price levels of winter 2002/2003) the back-pressure capacity will be
barely or not profitable, unless it concerns already fully depreciated units.

The price of import power from Nordic countries varies over the day and over the
seasons. Usually, higher import price levels and stronger price volatility occur in
dry years, whereas lower levels and diminished volatility prevail in wet years. In
recent years the price of import power from Nordic countries hovered roughly
around the levels indicated here up to October 2002. Lower and higher prices
levels do occur on the Nordpool spotmarket (e.g over € 70/MWh), but the total
amount of occurrences amounts to a fairly small number of hours per year. Due
the lasting drought combined with very cold weather in the last two months of
2002 high prices (>50 €/MWh, with peaks up to 100 €/MWh) became very
common. Import power from Russia is organised in bilateral contracts with a
longer run time, but often also with minimum (and maximum) conditions on the
daily transferable volume.

Industrial CHP and to a large extent district heat CHP are not regulated down-
ward too much, but follow in the first place the local heat demand, even if import
power has a low price. This means that usually the volume of import during the
daytime is higher than during the night-time. In other words, normally import is
in the first place competing with non-CHP fossil fuel capacity in seasons with
elevated demand levels.

For example, the net import in week 49 of the year 2001 (see also figure 2.2 for
total consumption levels) hovered around a load of about 1500 MW (on average
1000 MW from Russia and 500 MW from Sweden). The prices in Nordpool for
the Finnish trade area went over € 28/MWh13 in a part of the morning and even-
ing peaks during working days (all in all ~9 hours in one week). In only one peak
it went well over € 38/MWh which is – according to figure 3.314 – the upper limit

                                             
12 . This refers the average price in the entire wholesale market, not only the exchange. On the exchange
bidders will review the marginal supply cost profile.
13 . This price level is chosen as it approaches the level from which (new) fossil fuel capacity starts to be
competitive, depending on the exact technology and operational conditions.
14 . Depending on the degree of competition in wholesale market Finnish suppliers may decide (simulta-
neously) to offer higher prices. Also incidents affecting available capacity can drive up prices for a while.
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for import being competitive. This is confirmed during the market behaviour in
the late autumn and early winter of 2002, when Finland became a net exporter to
Nordpool while maximising its imports from Russia. In fact Finnish power com-
panies can make use of price arbitrage due to the price differences between
Nordpool and the Russian electricity system.

The wholesale market – vertical (re)alignment

Most of the nuclear and CHP capacity is sold through vertically integrated chan-
nels (see figure 3.4). The production of industrial CHP and of TVO is for the
most part sold to large industrial consumers against low cost (output from indus-
trial CHP is often used within the own facilities). The remaining part of this
baseload capacity is sold to a wider portfolio of customers by way of vertically
integrated firms such as Fortum, Helsingin Energia, PVO. Nevertheless these
firms are aware of the differences in price elasticity of their different customers.
Therefore, in the medium (or long) term bilateral sales contracts with large in-
dustrial customers these generators have a clear motivation to take recourse to
cost levels of the own base load capacity. Not doing so (i.e. spreading the bene-
fits of low costs to all customers) would increase the risk that large customers
look for alternative bilateral contracts and/or buy more from the spot market.
However, electric heating, regardless of the customer type seems, seems to have
an own position in the market (see also section 6.3).

Figure 3.4.  Total cost per MWh by generation type combined with prevailing
company type (mixed: no dominant company type; v.i. vertically integrated)

As a consequence of the integration phenomena it is easier to organise cost allo-
cation in a way that non-industrial customers buy electricity that – concerning its
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pricing – is largely related to CHP-DH and back-pressure and combined cycle
fossil fuel capacity (with the exception of electrically heated houses and build-
ings). A significant part of local distribution companies depends on buying from
third parties, including the spot market, and hence is more sensitive to wholesale
price rises (not necessarily immediately). In case of a structurally tighter capacity
situation these clients will presumably pay more than a proportionate share of the
cost increase.

As mentioned in section 3.3 there has been not a very active company switching
by end-use customers. There is however still choice available. Despite a concen-
tration trend there are still almost 100 distribution companies in Finland (Adato,
2002). Furthermore, recent changes in regulation have further decreased the cost
threshold for customers to switch.

If it comes to the organisation of sufficient countervailing power in the wholesale
market and to the further exploitation of organisational efficiency improvement
potentials a continuation of concentration through (horizontal) mergers may be
welcome. Of the 97 distribution companies in 2002, the 16 largest serve 64% of
the market (in terms of number of customers). Of the 97 distribution companies
61 have less than 20.000 customers. Even though variation in network length
constitutes a factor in its own right, average consumption per customer can influ-
ence efficiency ratings significantly, a customer base of less than 20.000 will
most probably have a limiting effect on achievable efficiency.
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Annex 3A Marginal cost pricing in electricity systems

Box 1 - Fixed, variable, average and marginal cost

Fixed cost are those cost elements that remain constant even though output varies, for
example on an annual basis the capital cost (generation units, transmission network) are
fixed. Variable cost are those cost that vary commensurate with the level of output, for
example cost of input fuels (coal, peat, natural gas, etc.). Average cost would in this
case be the total fixed + variable cost divided by output resulting in an average (total)
cost per unit sold (e.g. per MWh).

The longer a time period gets the fewer cost elements remain fixed. Furthermore, many
variable cost components show non-linear relations with respect to output levels (vari-
able cost) and output capacity (long run fixed cost). Marginal cost are defined as the
variable cost attributable to the last unit of incremental output needed to reach a new
output level (i.e. the variable cost at the output margin). In computational terms the
marginal cost constitute the first order derivative of the total cost.

Below we concentrate on the costing of electricity generation. This constitutes the big-
gest part of the cost and also the part which is involved in the liberalised market,
whereas transmission and distribution cost mostly regulated as they follow from the
natural monopoly part of the system. Simply stated it means that the more voltage levels
are needed to reach a customer (i.e. 25 kV, 3kV, 360 V), the more surcharges the appli-
cable tariff will contain (see also sections 3.3 and 6.3).

In the pre-liberalised electricity
systems usually some kind of
average cost pricing system
was applied, though with
differentiated cost attribution
for various types of customers
(i.e. depending on total
consumption, variability of
loads, and also on the degree of
vertical integration). In the
liberalised market, where
generators sell mostly to
distribution companies and

traders, and only to a limited extent to end-users (via industrial traders; see also section
3.2) marginal cost pricing is the guiding principle. Given the typical cost structure of
electricity average cost pricing leads to higher prices at lower consumption levels and
lower prices at higher consumption levels compared to marginal cost based pricing, as is
illustrated in the above figure. The figure represents stylised system cost curves, which
are not the same as (the sum) of individual generation unit’s cost curves. This will be
explained later on.
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Box 2 – Optimal capacity use

The default rule for a
company would be that it
produces a volume up to the
point where marginal cost and
marginal revenue are equal.
In the regulated electricity
systems instead often (a
differentiated form of)
average cost pricing was
used. The difference in
resulting prices and produced
quantities is shown in the
figure beneath.

In the figure night-time demand and daytime demand are distinguished. The letters A to
D indicate the average and marginal cost pricing based prices and produced quantity
combinations. The accompanying prices (Pd_mc, etc.) and output quantities (Qd_mc,
etc.) are mentioned along the axis. Marginal cost pricing would lead to slightly lower
prices during the night time (B vs. A), but in turn would result in significantly higher
prices during the daytime when demand is much higher (D vs. C). This daily price
variation is indeed exactly what one can observe on the Nordpool exchange.

The total welfare effect is made up by a consumer surplus and a producer surplus. In the
above figure the consumer surplus of daytime demand under marginal cost pricing is
represented by the area under the daytime demand curve down minus the area under the
line segments Pd_mc – D and the rest of the daytime demand curve down right. The
producer surplus in this case is equal to the area Pd_mc – D – Qmc_d minus the area
under the average cost curve up to where it crosses the line segment D – Qmc_d.
Switching from marginal cost pricing to average cost pricing would mean a change in
welfare represented by the triangle area of which D and C constitute each a corner. This
would suggest that average cost pricing is adding welfare. This is however misleading.
Although welfare is gaining at the consumption side, it is loosing at the production side.
More precisely, the capital productivity is loosing. A part of the capital wound up in the
regulated electricity system could be used elsewhere and produce higher returns and
thereby increase welfare. Furthermore, there are also business economic and managerial
reasons why regulated monopolies easily end up producing less welfare, being the ease
to roll off cost to clients and the related inclination to overinvest in capacity (also con-
sidering the prevailing view that the electricity system represents infallible infrastruc-
ture with a basic social-economic significance). So, in a dynamic context the cost curves
for an average cost based system and marginal cost based system will start to diverge.
However, there are several snags that call for caution in drawing final conclusions!!
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One such snag is that the liberalisation of for example the Nordpool area only concerns
the wholesale market. This means that the above story on consumer and producer sur-
plus does need revision to be relevant for Finland. Since the retail tariff system is still
largely based on annual sales volume per customer with pre-fixed differentiation by
summer and winter and night and day time for a part of the customers, the actual elas-
ticity with respect to price movements on the exchange is zero, since with the exception
of some large industrial users most consumers are not subject to any price variation re-
lated to the actual momentary opportunity cost of electricity (i.e. the price in Nordpool).

As the price changes for
end-users have been very
gradual since the
liberalisation in fact a
situation as in the
adjacent figure applies.
The demand curves for
daytime and night time
are vertical as wholesale
price is not affecting
demand at the moment
when it occurs. The
curves are drawn at
points where they are
intersecting the expected

price volume combinations for average cost pricing (A and C) liberalised wholesale
market started off with a barely affected retail market. It already indicates the poten-
tially disjunct pricing situation that can occur (and indeed did occur) for daytime con-
sumption when comparing marginal cost and average cost pricing levels.

Apart from the marginal cost based price-volume combinations B and D also a new
point E is added. This represents the case of a profit maximising producer when there
would be no or at least insufficient competition. Even a more extreme case could be
imagined in case market entry is difficult and incumbents depend purely on capital sup-
pliers that seek for maximum capital productivity across different markets, in that case
production would be gradually scaled down further to maximum net revenue per unit of
output (i.e. selling only to users with rather high willingness to pay).

The latter discussion underlines the significance of regulation in case of liberalised mar-
kets, even though it concerns adequate market design and surveillance rather than direct
intervention.

It should be stressed also that marginal cost based pricing means that the marginal cost
are a guiding principle in pricing, but do not automatically determine the resulting (of-
fered) price. A company has more criteria to take into account.
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Box 3 – Capital extension

If the price levels are
generally sufficiently high
to result in satisfying return
on investment and/or are
inviting new investors to the
electricity market, investors
will first analyse the
expected demand in future
periods. If demand is
expected to grow expansion
of capacity will occur. This
is summarised in the
beneath figure in which the
average and marginal cost

curves for current and a future period (T1 and T2) are drawn. Also demand for daytime
electricity in T1 and T2 is included. The marginal and average cost curve for T2 (AC 2
and MC 2) assume the expansion and some renewal of the generation mix leading to
cost reductions per unit of output. The result is that despite growth in demand the price
is almost the same in periods T1 and T2.

The risk is that demand grows less than expected or turns out to concentrate in the night
time segment. In both cases the new and renewed capacity itself may be operated, while
other less competitive but not yet fully amortised units may be pushed out of the market
most of the time. This could even mean that not the investing companies but others are
losing market share.
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4. Investments and Risks

4.1 Introduction

As in any other market risks occur also in the electricity market, whereas they
can affect a variety of  market parties, depending on – among others – the kind of
contracts used, the type of risk causing event, and the financial health of the par-
ties. Risk can be defined as the product of a probability of occurrence15 of a
specified situation (state) and the financial and/or physical impact that comes
along with that situation. For example, Nordic electricity companies run a risk
with respect to ‘dry years’ (i.e. in which limited hydro power is available due to
below average precipitation). Dry years would than be defined in terms of avail-
ability of hydro power, and distinguish themselves in that respect (and the whole-
sale price consequences) from normal years and ‘wet years’. The analysis and
treatment of risk is a crucial element of electricity markets, because risks cannot
anymore easily be transferred to end users and/or tax payers in comparison with
the previously monopolistic regulated markets, whereas the diversity and occur-
rence of risks has increased.

Uncertainty refers to those events of which the probability of occurrence cannot
be assessed well enough to obtain a reliable frequency distribution16 (in other
words an imponderable risk). For example, terrorist attacks or sabotage in the
Nordic power system could be regarded as an uncertainty, as such events are ex-
tremely rare in Nordic countries. Uncertainty is evidently extremely hard to plan
for. One can only in general terms claim that a certain amount of redundancy
(sufficient generation and transmission capacity) and robustness (the capability
of installations to sustain extreme situations) in the power system will reduce the
probability of a serious failure of the system in a contingent situation. The size of
the reduction of the chance on a failure is however unknown. Redundancy and
robustness play just as well a role in risk assessment, but in that case the costs of
a certain level of redundancy or robustness can be weighed against the risk value
of the event these qualities are supposed to prevent. Last but not least, it should
be stressed that next to the effects of investments on risks and uncertainty (i.e.
sufficient efficiency), there is just as well the importance of proper operations
and maintenance, also involving schooling, inspection, and certification.

                                             
15 . It means there is historical information (statistics) available on the basis of which uncertainty about
the occurrence of a possible future state can be transformed into a probability distribution (i.e. in case of
three possible states the chance that state A occurs within the next 5 years is x%, whereas the chance that
state B occurs is y% and state C (100-x-y)%).
16 . The interpretation what is reliable does not seem to be independent from the knowledge area and the
type of stake involved. Threshold values for acceptability seem to be lower in own than in other’s knowl-
edge areas (e.g. banks versus engineering companies), whereas banks seem to be anyhow more risk
averse (Dixon, 1998).
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As regards electricity trade, next to the risks involved with contracts for differ-
ences and balancing needs, generators have also higher risks due to the loss of
the possibility to more or less automatically hand down input cost increases to
the final customers17. This issue is getting more important as currently many
generators will feel obliged to substitute coal for cleaner (fossil) fuels, for exam-
ple natural gas, due to climate policy measures. Natural gas has higher price risks
than coal, of which the price used to be quite stable in the past decades. For the
same token there is a reluctance to invest in large scale new capacity in most
European countries. Not only there exists currently still some over-capacity, but
in a liberalised markets return on investments should be well over 10%. In re-
sponse to that there is more interest for smaller standardised unit sizes that can be
bought ‘off the shelf’ and have short building times. Such an investment behav-
iour allows generators to follow demand developments more precisely and
minimise idle capacity. It conflicts however to some extent with managing the
risk of natural gas price increases, as the involved technology is gas oriented
(though bio-mass can be used as well).

The behaviour of market parties depends on their perception of the risks. The
common assumption is that market parties are either risk neutral or risk averse.
The behaviour of risk neutral parties is easier to assess since it corresponds di-
rectly with the expected value related to a risk as defined above. In the case of
risk averse parties the assessment becomes more complicated since either the
formula of an expected value becomes enriched with correction values and/or
there can be additional rules about the minimum positive expected value or re-
garding the distribution of possible outcomes (the variance).

In a liberalised electricity market price volatility (variation of the wholesale price
level over the day, the week, etc.) is usually very significant. The price formation
of the various electricity trade products in the wholesale market is closely related
to the probabilities that the parties attach to the tightness of capacity (and its cost
structure) for subsequent hours, weeks, months, etc. The tightness depends on the
expected demand and available supply. Demand can be forecast quite well in the
very short run (hour to week) but gradually less so for longer time spans. The
information about supply is less perfect, since uncertainty about failures, changes
in the approaches of competitors, and import possibilities cannot be known pre-
cisely by each individual market party 18(see also figures 2.2, 3.6). All in all this
also means that the prices of the different electricity trade products do not have
perfect signalling capabilities, especially not regarding guidance for longer term
actions such as investments.

                                             
17 . Non-industrial customers usually have low price-elasticities. So, in a monopoly there is little commer-
cial risk to increase retail prices, as long as the increases are not extravagant.
18 . This may invite generators to cheat with available capacity declarations.
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4.2 Classifying risks

Eventually, the regulations on the electricity market affect what party is carrying
the risk (and sometime sot what extent). Four bearers of risk can be distinguished
and several types of risks. Table 4.1 provides an overview. Please realise that
weather conditions one way or the other affect the market price (either due to
elevated demand and/or due to curtailing of supply capacity).

Table 4.1.  Type of risks occurring for various market parties

Market party Market operation risks Regulatory risks Weather Uncertainty
Generator Wholesale price (ex-

change)
Price of inputs (esp. fuels)
Capital cost (interest)
Demand forecast errors

Impacts which are
not stranded cost
(e.g. sales reduction
due to taxes)

Precipitation ->
hydro capacity

Seasonal/daily
variation in
temperature/
/daylight/wind

Extreme
weather events
Large acci-
dents
Terrorism

Distributor /
trader

Wholesale price -> sales
price
Capital cost (interest)
Congestion in transmission
Demand forecast errors

Impacts which are
not stranded cost
(e.g. sales reduction
due to taxes)

Availability of
renewable local
capacity (wind,
solar)
Non-delivery *

Non-delivery
due to extreme
circumstances
*

End-user Price discrimination
Service portfolio reduction

Unequal tax burden
(~ price discrimi-
nation)

Non-delivery *
Extra demand

Non-delivery
due to extreme
circumstances
*

Regulator /
public
authorities

To be compensated
stranded cost

Large supply
disruptions

*) the distribution of the consequences of this risk depend on compensation obligations for the
distributor

Observing the kind of risks to which the various players are exposed one can de-
duct that a significant part of the risks is related to the price variation in the
wholesale market per hour, day, week, month, and season and to the longer term
uncertainty of ensuring sufficient capacity in relation to an adequate forecast of
future demand. The remainder of the risks has to do with regulatory interventions
and capacity and delivery problems in transmission and distribution lines (in-
cluding the handling  of accidents). Weather constitutes a risk and uncertainty
factor which can be partly anticipated rationally (uncertainty turned into risk) and
partly only attenuated by allowing for sufficient robustness in the system.
Weather conditions can affect both the supply and the demand side. At the sup-
ply side the amount and timing of precipitation (for hydro power) is important,
whereas occasionally heavy snowfall can cause outages. At the demand side
temperature, wind speed and daylight affect demand levels both in a seasonal
cycle and with daily variations (see also chapter 2).
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It should be stressed that the technical operational environment has barely
changed as a result of liberalisation. Possibly there has been a reduction in un-
planned non-availability of generation capacity (i.e. less technical failures), since
there has been increased pressure on maintenance being effective in preventing
failures.

The allocation of risk has changed. In the pre-liberalised electricity systems
eventually the final customers carried all the financial risks, as the supplier had
the capability to pass on any extra cost to end-use prices19. As a response cus-
tomers might consume slightly less (or less extra), but they could not switch to
another supplier. Risks of non-delivery were usually very small in the non-
liberalised systems, as pricing and other regulation tended to result in overcapac-
ity. In the current liberalised markets most of the risks are carried by the genera-
tors and by the traders and distributors. On the other hand risks of non-delivery
for end-users have probably increased. In Finland up to date this occurred not in
the form of lack of capacity, but rather as a slow handling of line repairs after bad
weather events20. As a response to this development the electricity market regu-
lations have been adapted obliging distribution companies to compensate cut-off
customers in accordance with the duration of the outage.

Next to the traditional risks following from reduced certainty of earning back
capital and operational cost, the market parties face so-called regulatory risks.
This means that there are public authorities that can impose obligations (e.g. re-
lating to the environment, public health, etc.) leading to extra cost for power
companies, whereas it is uncertain whether these extra cost can be entirely passed
on to end-users without losing customers to competitors. For the end-users this
represents to some extent a risk, depending on the degree that the new regulation
allows for differentiation of customers (e.g. differentiated levies for industrial
and other customers). In other respects regulation in liberalised markets affects
end-users not differently than in non-liberalised markets.

In case only a part of the electricity companies faces extra cost which cannot be
recovered by price rises, whereas the new obligations could not be anticipated
years ahead, a case for so called stranded cost arises. In that case the risk is not
rolled forward towards the end-user, but instead the public authority (i.e. the
state) has (or may have) to pay, which may have fiscal consequences if the
amounts due are large. Last but not least central authorities will feel some re-
sponsibility with respect to large supply disruptions, resulting either from an in-
cident or from shortage of capacity after a long time of inadequate investments.
                                             
19 . This is not necessarily true for any country or any company, depending on how close the involvement
of national or local government is. In many European countries public authorities had rights to deny ap-
proval of end-user price changes. In quite some developing countries electricity companies are heavily
curtailed as electricity prices are often an instrument in socio-economic equity policies,  making price
rises an explosive issue.
20 . Distribution companies have been outsourcing these services in the past years, as a way to trim costs.
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Only the position of the second reason has somewhat changed in liberalised mar-
kets, as the public authorities have no means of intervening in ensuring sufficient
investment, unless there are regulations regarding long term planning, reserve
capacity obligations or liability in case of capacity insufficiency (if attributable to
lack of investment). Reserve capacity obligations are hard to arrange in a way
which does not conflict with crucial features of liberalised electricity markets,
whereas long term planning would have limited meaning (unless it would be
binding, but that would annihilate the liberalised market). Liability regulation in
case of insufficient capacity is possible in theory, but would be very hard to em-
ploy in practice21.

4.3 Intervention approaches

4.3.1 Introduction

As was already indicated above the handling of risks can be dealt with either:

• by using the mechanisms of the market, like hedging on the basis of deriva-
tives, …or

• by regulatory intervention, like the imposition of price caps and minimum
reserve margins

The market based approach, which is very much followed with respect to risks of
price volatility, has caused a large off-spring of electricity market derivatives,
such as futures and swaps. Also weather related derivatives start to be offered
(Alaton et al, 2001). The implementation of carbon emission trade will probably
increase the need for weather related risk management services (see also chapter
5). Another important balancing tool is the distribution of wholesale contracts
over spot-market based contracts and bilateral medium- and long-term contracts.
In fact with respect to the handling of price volatility there is little reason for
regulatory bodies to intervene, apart from general rules on transparency, account-
ability, and solvability of market parties as well as equitable entry and exit rules.
This kind of rules are not specific for electricity trade.

Another point is whether a price ceiling should be applied to the exchange to
prevent truly explosive prices in case momentary demand starts to approach the
absolute maximum capacity level. One could argue that prices could than ex-
plode to meaningless high levels that can create a lot of harm, among others by
causing acute liquidity and solvability problems among market parties. In the
Californian crisis this phenomenon caused a lot of bandwagon effects. The need

                                             
21 . Innovative regulation combined with adequate statistics may overcome that problem.
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for price ceilings however demonstrates that demand is not reacting, which
points at structural errors in the market. The key is in the too weak price signal
links between the wholesale and retail market. This issue will be taken up
later on in this chapter. Furthermore, if ceilings are allowed, the introduction of
floors can be defended as well (in this case to protect the sellers, instead of the
buyers).

4.3.2 Reasons for intervention

Regulatory intervention seems to be still necessary for other reasons, being:

- Spill-over effects of electricity generation (notably in the areas of environ-
mental protection, spatial planning, and public health)

- Security of supply issues (preventing and repairing short term disruptions,
ensuring capacity sufficiency in the medium and long term)

4.3.2.1 External effects of electricity production and transmission

The spill-over effects are not electricity market intrinsic, but can have substantial
effect on production cost levels and may also alter competitive prospects of mar-
ket parties. For example, a carbon tax raises the production cost of fossil fuel
based electricity production. Regardless of the fact that it constitutes a fairly effi-
cient policy instrument as such, it changes the competitive position of generators
depending on their generation mix and it increases wholesale prices in general,
unless there would be sufficient cheap non-carbon capacity (but then the fossil
capacity would be out of use anyway). Regulators or environmental authorities
can also stipulate the use of a particular minimum quality of fossil fuels (e.g.
low/no sulphur) or limitations of acidifying emissions (e.g. factually necessitat-
ing installation of low NOx burners). Usually by following the political process
generators can to a reasonable extent anticipate – and if need be affect – upcom-
ing regulations22. There remains however a uncertainty margin with respect to the
eventual regulation and its detailed impacts. All in all the common characteristic
of most environmental regulation in terms of risks for electricity companies is the
degree to which extra cost for generators can be avoided and the degree to which
the extra cost can be deemed stranded cost.

Siting regulation can lead to significant extra realisation time of new or entirely
repowered generation units. This means that siting regulation constitutes a risk
with respect to the moment new capacity becomes actually available. Apart from
possible direct impacts on growing building cost, delays can cause significant
extra cost resulting from temporary arrangements to buy power from third par-

                                             
22 . This underlines that transparent and accountable public governance is just as well important for com-
panies as it is for citizens.
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ties. Furthermore, in this case the concern over a spill-over effect may feed back
into the functioning of the market (capacity sufficiency).

Unless one wishes to reconsider the principles of environmental, spatial planning
and public health policies the strategic targets of these policies can be largely
seen as given from the point of view of risk management in electricity markets. It
is also hard to imagine to do away with this type of regulations unless indeed one
aims to revise the very foundations of these policies. That said, it remains obvi-
ously a point of concern to minimise the interference of the essential features of
the electricity market.

4.3.2.2 Security of supply

The regulation of security of supply concerns both short and long term issues.
The short term issues concern temporary non-delivery due to failures in the dis-
tribution (or transmission) system and operational failures in generation units on
line. As regards failures in generation units several solutions exist to ensure that
an instantaneously available amount of reserve capacity is available. The solu-
tions depend on the generation mix, but the solutions are usually not biasing
competitiveness. In thermal power dominated systems generators can be obliged
to have a spinning reserve, meaning that of every unit on line a small capacity
margin is still available for immediate use. In hydro power dominated systems
hydro units can usually offer instantaneous spare capacity. Furthermore, for short
notice albeit not immediate capacity needs a separate (daily) auction can be run,
as for example happens in Nordpool. In addition, for example the Finnish system
operator disposes of a small amount of hydro capacity both for balancing pur-
poses and for incidents. Generators themselves have a keen interest in achieving
high utilisation rates of their capital intensive equipment, whereas non-delivery
also implies loss of sales. Therefore in liberalised markets generators normally
are under sufficient pressure from the market to ensure good availability per-
formance. The lay-out of the transmission grid and the location of generation
units in the grid could however mean that the system is sensitive for failure of
some particular units.

For distributors the pressure for achieving very high reliability throughout their
network is lower, since at the local level customers are captive to the network
(i.e. it is a natural monopoly). The need for reconnection after bad weather con-
ditions occurs at irregular intervals and consequently the personnel cost for dis-
tribution companies would be high if they are seeking to minimise disconnect
times. As a consequence distribution companies tend to cut down repair staff
substantially for cost efficiency reasons and outsource most of the work or at
least the irregular waves of repair work. However, from an overall societal opti-
misation point of view such behaviour is not necessarily optimal. The right crite-
rion is value of lost load (VOLL), and in this case not the value to the distributor
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but to the customer. Furthermore, the value of non-delivered electricity does not
increase proportionally as the duration of the interruption increases, but usually
increases much faster (Steetskamp and van Wijk, 1994), though evidence seems
to be mixed on this (Munasinghe, 1990). To correct this situation the regulator
has to introduce the right to compensation for supply disruptions lasting longer
than X hours. In Finland such a scheme has been proposed recently by the Min-
istry of Trade and Industry23 (KTM, 2002c).

As regards securing the security of supply in the medium and long term opinions
diverge. Some liberalised markets such as the Nordic electricity market, the long
term price (and investment) signals can only be derived from derivatives of the
electricity trade, comparison between prices on the exchange with prices in long
term bilateral contracts, and the development of the spot market price over time
(≥ 12 months). Ideas have been put forward to oblige the generating companies
to maintain a certain reserve margin in exchange for remuneration of that capac-
ity, or even to have separate auctions for both the electricity (the energy content)
and the needed capacity (IEA, 2002). Such an approach is in conflict with the
principle that pricing should be based on short run marginal cost in order to
achieve maximum societal welfare24, and that welfare consideration has been the
key reason for liberalisation. From that perspective such schemes would be only
justifiable if the direct and induced costs of price volatility are higher than the
welfare gain of marginal cost pricing.

Hobbs, Iñon and Stoft (2001) demonstrate in three alternative models (with and
without price caps, with and without capacity payments) how price volatility can
be reduced whereas retaining a reasonable efficient market. However a proper
non-biasing management of such a scheme faces further difficulties if import
(and export) constitutes a substantial potential source of electric power, whereas
the neighbouring system is using no or other capacity payments. A natural an-
swer would be to integrate and harmonise these markets, but there also limits to
the manageable effective size of a market (Hogan, 2000).

An alternative would be to try to introduce liability clauses in the regulation in
case evidently too little new investment has been made for a considerable time
period. The problem is in the word ‘evidently’, whereas it is probably hard to
attribute ‘quota’ of responsibility to the different generators. It should be stressed
however that the idea has been not been elaborated much25, let alone tested, so
far. Other possibilities are development of integrated demand and load forecast
                                             
23 . The scheme implies that for disruptions lasting longer than 12 hours compensation is paid expressed
as a rebate from the annual network payment, the rebates get higher when the duration of the disruption is
longer, resulting in 100% rebate for disruptions over 120 hours. In addition the distribution company can
be obliged to pay additional compensation up to € 700,-.
24 . The achievement of social optimum also requires that pricing has internalised all external effects.
25 . Scheepers and de Beus (2003) mention this possibility, while referring to an article of Vazquez,
Riveier and Perez-Arriaga in IEEE Transactions on Power systems May 2002.
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methods in close connection with the analysis and development of forward prod-
ucts on the electricity exchange. This would however be the prime task of the
parties active on the electric power exchange, although public authorities may
wish to participate in promoting and financing such research observing the public
interest in security of supply. An important spin-off of such a study and most
probably from the capacity insufficiency liability clauses would be the boosted
motivation of (re)introducing demand side management (DSM), including the
use of demand side bidding (DSB). Demand side management was widely used
in the USA up to the early nineties (e.g. Hirst, 1992; Joskow and Marron, 1992)
and to some degree in several EU countries somewhat longer. Demand side bid-
ding is a new approach related to modern electricity markets. It is still under de-
velopment (e.g. IEA-DSM operating agreement, see: http://dsm.iea.org/).

4.4 The case for DSM

4.4.1 Summary of its concept and implications

Demand side management (DSM) and demand side bidding (DSB) are pointing
at the side of the market which has been severely neglected when discussing the
overall functioning and efficiency of the electricity market. These options are
also the answer to why price ceilings are probably not necessary. As most liber-
alised electricity markets started off in a situation of over-capacity (which was
the default consequence of regulated monopolies) the prospect of falling prices
and potentially deflecting customers deterred most traders and distributors from
extensive demand side programmes. Usually only rudimentary price differentia-
tion (e.g. between summer and winter) remained. The result is that the price sig-
nals of the wholesale market do not reach the end users or at least not in a way
that has retained the original bearing of the message26. This means that in fact
momentary demand is not at all reacting to price increases even not when it starts
to matter really. Since price elasticities of (annual) electricity demand are usually
quite low (-0,1 ~ -0,45) (e.g. Björner and Togeby, 1999), generic price increases
of e.g. 10% may result in an overall demand response of –2% only. If on top of
that industrial production, the number of homes and volume of floor space used
by services is increasing about 2%, not any demand reduction would result.

DSM encompasses more than only so-called time-of-day pricing. It can extend to
all kinds of services that aim at a reduction of energy use and/or a modulation of
the momentary demand profile (for example Hirst, 1992; Jones et al, 2001; Ny-
broe, 2001;  Kalkühler et al, 1999). In this report’s context the prime focus is
however on the significance of DSM for a better functioning of the electricity
market, as time-of-day pricing helps to reconnect the wholesale and the retail

                                             
26 . For example, the recent price rises on the wholesale market are translated into generic (flat rate) price
increases next year (so many months later, and largely decoupled from the tightness of capacity signal).
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markets. Time-of-day pricing (in fact marginal cost pricing depending on the
momentary production cost by time-of-day) has two effects:

- capacity effect (peak demand stops to grow or even reduces for some time,
implying reduced future power capacity needs compared to a baseline devel-
opment)

- electricity cost saving effect (a part of the cost effective measures taken in-
volves lasting electricity savings, next to shifting of electricity use over time)

The seasonal and daily variation in capacity scarcity should be more reflected in
the end use prices, however it is well known from earlier tests that different types
of end-users respond to different degrees to such signals. For larger (industrial)
customers a time-of-day tariff could be applied, whereas for others a differentia-
tion in a few tariff-zones might suffice combined with a quicker adaptation of the
tariff zones to actual cost levels instead of the current annual equalisation prac-
tice27.

The usual response to high peak prices is that large end-users review their pro-
duction processes in order to look for cost-effective possibilities to shift some
demand from peak to off-peak periods. Furthermore, both large and small end-
users will scan on what kind of applications can be saved without shifting de-
mand, e.g. by installing CFL lamps instead of ordinary lamps and by means of
good housekeeping. Shifting of electricity use over time usually does not mean
savings on electricity but only money savings. On the other hand energy-efficient
upgrades of appliances, lighting and machines saves electricity during expensive
peak hours and in general, whereas the extra cost of the upgrade are supposed to
be earned back within a couple of years due to the electricity savings.

More recently also the idea of having the demand side taken into account at the
wholesale market is promoted, so called demand side bidding (DSB). It means
that instead of bidding for getting electricity delivered (i.e. the producer is paid),
bids are posted for retracting a certain amount of demand during a certain period
of the day. The parties retracting demand are either very large industries with
direct access to the wholesale market or distribution companies or traders. It
would require that these traders or distribution companies have a client base
which operates under a DSM (including ToD pricing).

A well designed DSM scheme should be able to result in a lower average price
increase of electricity, a slightly larger response in overall electricity demand
reduction and a significant decrease of top-loads and hence extreme price peaks.

                                             
27 . A counter argument for this is that households seem to favour annual equalisation as it makes monthly
budgeting easier for them. The question is to what extent households are fooling themselves. Quicker
feedback seems to result in slightly lower energy use and hence lower cost (e.g. Arvola et al, 1993; Wil-
hite et al, 1999)
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Both due to the top-load reduction and due to the slightly slower demand growth
capacity extension can be slower, which thereby compensates for the lost sales.
In other words thanks to more accurate pricing both consumers and producers
can benefit. The difference with the old pre-liberalised monopolies is that in this
case any extra cost are rolled off to the consumer, but the different risk sources
are balanced against each other.

The problem is that the electricity companies have manoeuvred themselves into a
prisoners dilemma. Electricity has been mostly positioned as a bulk product. Ob-
serving the versatility of electricity compared to other energy sources, consider-
ing the policy signals to generate electricity in a sustainable way and last but not
least considering the high value of power infrastructure and the high cost of its
extensions there are many driving factors to redefine electricity in the end-use
market and sell as much as possible for the value it actually can represent to the
customer.

Electricity could be differentiated in various ways, including by:

• source of generation, further distinguished by fuel, environmental impact,
location of origin (import, own region) and producer or supplier characteris-
tics

• degree of certainty (certification quality, share of use guaranteed 0% - 100%,
allowable switch off time, etc.)

Obviously this means that marketing deserves a larger role in the reshaping of the
electricity market, both from a security of supply point of view and from an envi-
ronmental perspective.

The Californian crisis has spurred the introduction of experimental ToD schemes
(Gülen and Michot Foss, 2002; Hirst and Kirby, 2001). Also in Europe experi-
ments have been (and are) carried out (see http://dsm.iea.org/) in the liberalised
markets. Gülen and Michot Foss (2002) mention the fairly low response among
small consumers to engage in ToD contracts. This hints at the need for a wider
more embedded DSM strategy than just price reform (see also Perrels and Lewis,
2003).

4.4.2 A calculation example

It is assumed that a simplified Time-of-Day pricing scheme is introduced for se-
lected customers, whereas some accompanying marketing campaign effort is
made as well. In the reference case electricity demand at off-peak hours (peak
and day time) are supposed to grow slightly faster than base load demand (1,04 x
demand growth versus 1,00 x demand growth, which represents the difference in
the past decades). In the DSM case all loads have the same growth rate, whereas
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the annual growth rate of consumption decreases from 1.8% to 1.6% per year due
to DSM. The results are shown in table 4.2 for the first year of the Kyoto com-
mitment period (2008).

Table 4.2.  Overview of impacts of introduction of DSM in the Finnish market

Base load Day load Peak load

Default 2008 (MW) 9217 11583 15058

DSM 2008 (MW) 9083 11354 14760

Load difference
(MW) -134 -229 -298

Capacity effect
(incl. reserve mar-
gin) and net incre-
ment (MW)

-152

-152

-261

-109

-298

-78

Investment savings
(mln. €) 228 98 71

Cost and benefit
summary (assump-
tions clarified in
the text)

Investment saved:                                                            305  mln. €

Non-sold electricity (savings effect of DSM):                1,47 TWh / year

Prevented yearly CO2 emission (0,3 ton/MWh):            0,44 Megaton

Lost margin on non-sold electricity:                               7,35 mln. €/year

Campaign and extra metering cost (information, etc.):     20 mln. €/year

Value of prevented emissions (permit price 10€/ton):      4,4 mln. €/year

The largest contribution to the load reduction, comes from the reduction in de-
mand growth. It would need extensive testing and (econometric) decomposition
analysis to underpin these kind of simulations better. Given the lack of extensive
direct empirical support the assumptions regarding savings and pattern change
effects are therefore on the cautious side. For the avoided investments and the
CO2 emission reduction effect it is assumed that natural gas - combined cycle is
the reference capacity type. As regards CO2 emissions it is additionally assumed
that about one-fifth of the non-sold electricity is from CO2 free sources. A sales
margin of 5% is assumed, with respect to the valuation of the non-sold electric-
ity. The most problematic estimate are the extra programme cost. Especially me-
tering cost can become expensive, depending on how (in)selective the
programme is.

Even with these modest assumptions it appears to be rather attractive to introduce
DSM programmes. With the current assumptions the ratio between saved in-
vestment and extra marketing cost plus lost sales margin minus reduced CO2
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abatement cost amounts to approximately 11. It means that if there are alternative
investment opportunities for the saved investment (305 mln €) that would have a
pay-back time of less than 11 years, it would be attractive to carry out the DSM
programme. It is very likely to find alternatives that have a shorter pay-back time
(outside electricity generation).

4.4.3 Positioning in the risk landscape

All in all it means that by the introduction of DSM/DSB a third dimension is in-
troduced with regard to the management of risks linked to capacity tightness and
insufficiency. As regards the efficiency impacts of the various approaches the
market efficiency impact evaluations prevail, but always in a segregated setting
(i.e. the alternatives are not assessed as a portfolio, but in isolation). Furthermore,
to date the societal net benefits of the alternatives let alone the portfolio have
never been assessed adequately (like in a SCBA). These notions are summarised
in figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.1.  Pondering the dimensions of action in risk handling for electricity
companies

All in all the following trade-offs can be distinguished:

• Withholding investments (and hedging via exchange, power imports, etc.)
versus risk of non-supply (depends on regulatory penalty opportunities)

hedging in secondary
markets:
- futures elec./input
- swaps
- etc.

risk to 
retail market
ToD pricing

mandatory reserve
margin

SCBA:
surplus cost
versus
cost of shortage

current regulatory
disconnection

electricity
company’s
risk choices
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• Investing in small (medium load) units, with higher kWh unit costs versus
investing in base load, with lower kWh unit costs, but larger aggregate cost
risks

• Risk of non-supply versus investing in supply side versus investing in DSM.

• Trade-off from private economic viewpoint (of generator) versus trade-off
from societal viewpoint (SCBA).

Two regulatory features in the Finnish electricity market are still worth men-
tioning. Firstly, following from renewed international guidelines on liability for
damage to third parties caused by nuclear power station accidents the insured
sum has to be raised (KTM, 2003) The resulting higher annual operating cost for
nuclear power stations will not affect the market risks as discussed  in this chap-
ter, since the impact on the price per kWh will amount to (appreciably) less than
1 €/MWh.

Secondly, the Finnish electricity act stipulates that customers should always be
serviced by the local distribution company of the home region or city of the cus-
tomer, in case the customer wishes to continue the use of that service or in case
the customer wishes to resume the use of that service after having annulled a
contract with a non-local supplier. In a situation of sharp and ongoing price rises
this rule may cause serious problems for companies that have to take back local
customers. For local (standard) customers the standard tariffs should be applied.
For non-local customers, often served through customised contracts, electricity
companies have no obligation to renew the contract. Due to the detachment of
wholesale and retail price developments standard end-use tariffs will only very
gradually absorb the wholesale price rises. If however a wave of customers re-
turns to the local energy company this may cause serious cash flow problems for
that company, as it had not positioned its purchase and sales portfolio (incl.
hedging measures) for such extra demand. In that case the local company is
forced to buy extra electricity at the spot market and via extra bilateral contracts.
It means that for a possibly fairly long period (e.g. three to nine months) it has to
sell electricity to the new customers for a price which lies far under the purchase
price of that incremental amount of electricity. The degree of erosion of the
original operating surplus depends on (1) the length of the high wholesale price
period, (2) the gap between sales and purchase prices, and (3) the number of re-
turning customers  (or rather the involved amount of electricity of these custom-
ers).

With respect to maintaining a level playing field it is important to know whether
various local companies had comparable opportunities to expand their customer
base and thereby spread their risks better. If some companies cannot expand eas-
ily due to structural reasons, it could mean that these companies have a higher
probability to end up with this returning customer problem, compared to other
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companies. The sustained high price levels in the winter of 2002-2003 have trig-
gered the above mentioned reactions and hence this concern is by no means theo-
retical. In section 6.3 this aspect is taken up again in a wider context.

4.5 The consequences of a large share of hydro power

The Nordic electricity market depends substantially on hydro power (50%~55%
of output depending on precipitation). For the time being this adds a particular
kind of risk to investments in new - additional non-hydro -capacity. In years with
plenty of rainfall prices will be quite low and consequently it might be difficult to
earn the capital costs back in such years. The expected value is such that might
happen one to two times in ten years, but it is certainly not impossible that it oc-
curs three times in the first seven years of a new (non-hydro) plant. One answer
to that is to select a non-hydro option that can produce against as low cost per
kWh as possible, this would mean nuclear or industrial CHP.

Of the two options industrial CHP is only attractive in relation to sufficient lo-
calised industrial heat demand, whereas the growth potential for that is limited
and closely tied to expansion and renovation plans in the paper and pulp industry.
The nuclear alternative is expected to produce indeed at low kWh cost, however
it requires a very large scale investment and implies a sizeable lump addition to
the Finnish capacity portfolio28. As a result this might mean that in a favourable
hydro year prices become really low and thereby may cause difficulties to earn
its own capital cost back in that year. Accounting for the likely future situation in
which non-CHP thermal capacity consists mostly of combined cycle gas fired
power stations and that such capacity is subject to either carbon permit trade or
carbon taxation, the marginal cost curve for the Nordic market will become more
profiled (with combined cycle being at the expensive end). As a consequence the
annual operational time of non-CHP thermal capacity will be under pressure. In
turn this could mean that prices run unexpectedly high in winter periods of high
demand, depending on the existence of market power (i.e. spread of ownership of
these thermal units). If at the same time competitively priced imports from the
Russian system are sufficiently available29 such gas fired capacity may face the
risk of under-utilisation in quite some years. This may mean that electricity com-
panies may wish to resort more to import and invest less in gas fired power.
However, that could mean a return to higher uncertainty levels with respect to
medium term capacity sufficiency.

                                             
28 . In the current Finnish nuclear extension preparations the common figure 1300 MW, which equals
about 8% of the installed capacity. There are however also smaller nuclear unit sizes on offer (~900 MW
for the relevant reactor type). The stronger international transmission capacity would become in the Nor-
dic area, the more relevant becomes the overall capacity portfolio in the Nordpool area.
29 . The transmission capacity crossing the Finnish eastern border will allow imports of 11~12 TWh per
year instead of the current 6~7,5 TWh.
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5. The Interaction with Environmental Policies

5.1 Introduction – the prominent role of climate policy

For the electricity sector the policy measures following from the commitment to
the Kyoto Protocol are the most important. Furthermore, other policy goals re-
lated to for example energy saving, promotion of renewables, and waste handling
are aligned into an overall climate strategy (KTM, 2001).

In the original national climate strategy the electricity tax for both industrial us-
ers and households and small services would go up. Since the final adoption of
the European directive on a carbon dioxide emission trade system is rather cer-
tain30, the climate strategy needs adaptation at this point. Since generators, both
in the electricity sector and in the industry, are to be included in the European
emission trade market this means an important change in market conditions31.

Instead of adding a fuel indiscriminate electricity tax the generation cost of elec-
tricity have to account for the cost of carbon dioxide emissions attributable to
generation. Even though it has been shown that the latter option seems preferable
from a social-economic point of view (Kemppi and Lehtilä, 2001; Honkatukia et
al, 2002), it affects the competitive position of the electricity companies much
more than in the original plan (which causes only a generic demand reduction
effect). Different electricity companies have different generation portfolios and
therefore fossil fuel intensive non-amortised generation portfolios will be hit
harder than those with large shares of hydro, nuclear and renewables. Yet, how
decisive these cost increases are also depends on the tightness in the wholesale
market. In years with sufficient hydro capacity there remains scope for competi-
tion among producers that offer fossil fuel based capacity, in which case a few
euros price difference is decisive. In tighter years (as illustrated in 2002) compe-
tition largely vanishes and hence carbon dioxide cost hardly matter anymore with
regard to competition between generators.

5.2 The enhanced weather risk in relation to emission permit trade

The link between hydro availability and the commercial significance of carbon
dioxide cost points at a new risk which is also weather related. The problem is
that prolonged draughts tend to coincide with particularly warm summers and/or

                                             
30 . The European Council of ministers adopted the directive proposal with some amendments in Decem-
ber 2002. The Council and the European Parliament have still to sort out some outstanding issues, before
a definitive EU wide emission market design is ensured.
31 . According to the draft directive COM(2001)581 small generation units (under 20 MWth) are excluded
and instead are supposed to be regulated by a national climate policy. Possibly wider opting out will still
be allowed, but also for those a national policy (i.e. tax) has to be imposed.
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particularly cold winters, whereas such weather conditions tend to increase elec-
tricity demand (and often also leading to higher demand peaks). This would
mean that exactly when an electricity company might need to buy extra permits
the prices of these permits could be higher than a default level in case the ex-
treme weather conditions prevail over a larger part of Europe. Evidently hedging
against weather risks becomes more important and more complicated (more time
scales).

Figure 5.1 below presents an overview of monthly carbon dioxide emissions at-
tributed to electricity generation in Finland. It illustrates the seasonal variation,
and especially the impacts of winter weather are evident. Variations in the fuel
mix and conversion efficiency can affect the patterns as well. Per MWh produced
industrial CHP emits about 0,11 ton CO2. For district heating CHP the figure is
about 0,32 (a slight increase in 2001) and for conventional back-pressure it varies
from 0,66 in 2000 to 0,71 in 2001 (and probably even higher in 2002). Current
conventional back-pressure is dominated by coal and peat (together 75%-80% of
fuel input). New non-CHP fossil fuel units will mostly use natural gas and be of
the combined cycle type, which gives an emission factor of about 0,37. Despite
such possible improvements in the emission factor it still implies that with a con-
tinuation of demand growth and especially also load growth, there is a weather
induced risk regarding the amount and the price of emission permits necessary
for the electricity generators. The realisation of the fifth nuclear power plant
would reduce the overall level of the emissions from electricity generation sig-
nificantly, but it does not prevent the weather related risk of extra and extra ex-
pensive winter emission permits in a low hydro year.

Figure 5.1.  Monthly carbon dioxide emissions attributable to electricity genera-
tion in Finland, from January 2000 – November 2002
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To hedge against the above mentioned weather related risk the electricity gen-
erators have the following options:

• try to switch even more to renewables (probably a rather limited option)

• purchase in advance more permits when they are still cheaper (provided the
interest cost for the prior holding time are not higher than the advantage of
cheaper permits), possibly also options on permits could be bought; in case of
a surplus they can be sold against a profit

• purchase options or futures for electricity import from Russia; if Russia
would start to take part in an – internationally acknowledged – emission trade
system, it might be possible to buy emission permits commensurate to the
extra electricity production needed for the import; a next step for Finnish
companies would be to take part in Russian electricity generation itself (there
is already some activity going on, see Taloussanomat 26&27-11-2002), pos-
sibly participation takes the form of Joint Implementation projects (thereby
earning emission permits).

5.3 Generation cost impacts of emission permits or tax

The price impacts of emission permits (or emission taxation) on the different
kind of generation units are summarised in table 5.1. For the interpretation of the
consequences of the outcomes as shown in the table, it is good to keep in mind
what the prices of the other alternatives are (hydro, nuclear, Russian import,
Nordpool import). Therefore figure 5.2 has been added as well, whereas the fig-
ure shows total cost/MWh. The cost changes do not account for possible changes
in the CO2-part of the current energy tax for those units operating under the EU
emission trade scheme.

The conclusions are that:

• the cost advantages of hydro and nuclear increase

• CHP units using renewables start to have a clear cost advantage over the other
CHP fuel/technology options, though biomass price rises might wash away
that advantage for a part of the capacity (see also next section on RECS)

• The competitive position of natural gas as input for generation improves, and
precedes coal (and oil) and peat in virtually all cases, assuming it will be used
either in CHP or in combined cycle (CC) units, this means an important
switching in competitive strength when offering under medium tight to really
tight capacity conditions; a recent report by Elektrowatt-Ekono (2003), com-
missioned by the Ministry of Trade and Industry indicates that the position of
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coal could be stronger in case of elimination of the CO2-part of the current
energy tax for units participating in emission trade (all units over 20 MWth)

• In case the permit prices turn out to be higher (over 15 €/ton) coal capacity in
separate electricity production (back pressure) will be even in most of the
winter time a less preferred option than Nordpool imports when hydro capac-
ity is not too tight (Russian imports are anyhow much cheaper); of course the
actual use of back pressure coal capacity will also depend on the availability
of gas fired capacity (combined cycle capacity is still small, but will grow up
to 600 MW or more).

According to the most recent information on emission trade in the EU (e.g.
Europe Weekly on  http://www.pointcarbon.com ) expected permit costs are on
average € 9,- per ton in 2008 (with a lower bound of € 2,- and an upper bound of
€ 30,- and a median of € 8,-).

Table 5.1.  Impact of CO2 taxation on cost per kWh*

Tax or permit price per ton CO2

5 10 20 50
Cost effect of CO2

tax permits
Conversion
Efficiency

CO2 Output
ton/MWh

cost/MWh (in €)
Coal 0,42 (back press) 0,80 4 8 16 40

0,53 (CGCC) 0,63 3 6 12 30
0,8 (CHP) 0,42 2 4 8 21

Natural gas 0,42 (back press) 0,48 2 5 10 24
0,55 (CC) 0,37 2 4 7 18
0,825 (CHP) 0,24 1 2 5 12

Peat 0,42 (back press) 0,90 5 9 18 45
0,825 (CHP) 0,46 2 5 9 23

Tax or permit price per ton CO2

5 10 20 50
Resulting marginal
price/MWh due to CO2

tax permits

Conversion
Efficiency

marg. cost
without
CO2 tax price/MWh (in €)

Coal 0,42 (back press) 23,50 27 31 39 63
0,53 (CGCC) Not expected in Finland
0,8 (CHP) 14,50 17 19 23 35

Natural gas 0,42 (back press) 30,20 33 35 40 54
0,55 (CC) 23,10 25 27 30 41
0,825 (CHP) 16,80 18 19 22 29

Peat 0,42 (back press) 23,50 28 33 42 69
0,825 (CHP) 16,00 18 21 25 39

*) In practice energy companies that generate and sell both heat and electric power will have
some discretionary space regarding the exact attribution of carbon dioxide cost over both heat
and electricity delivery.
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Figure 5.2.  Impacts of CO2 taxation (€10 and €20 per ton) on generation cost
levels (Total cost/MWh)

The discussion above illustrated that the competitive merit order of the available
capacity (including newly built units in the upcoming years) is likely to change
significantly, whereas the relevance and commercial opportunities of Russian
electricity import is growing. Therefore, even though the implementation of the
climate policy and the emission trade directive pose an extra risk to the electricity
sector, they also offer new possibilities to create commercial advantages over
competitors. A recent report of ElektroWatt-Ekono (2003) deals more exten-
sively with impacts of permit trade on the competitive position of alternative
power technologies.

5.4 Promotion of renewable fuels and RECS

Next to, but also in conjunction with, climate policy, the promotion of renewable
electricity generation at the national and European level may have significant
effects on the competitiveness of notably biomass based generation in Finland.

Recently an updated Renewable Energy promotion programme (UEO) has been
published (KTM, 2002b). This programme aims at the extension of biomass use.
A prime target is the district heat sector in which both replacement for old capac-
ity and additional new capacity is needed in the next ten years (and beyond). The
ultimate effect on emission reduction will depend however also on the extent to
which co-firing with peat will be used in these new units.
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In the industry, in particular the paper industry, biomass use could be increased
further, but that depends also on the availability of reasonable priced biomass
(that is in addition to the biomass already brought to the paper mills). Often the
price of the extra biomass as such is low or even zero, but the logistic cost are
high. Nevertheless, there is gradually developing a market for wood based bio-fu-
els in Finland.

A significant boost of biomass based electricity generation may come from the
European Renewable Electricity Certificate System (RECS) (see also: Associa-
tion of issuing bodies, 2001; Voogt et al, 2001; Aarnos, 2002).

RECS implies a system of certified renewable electricity production. On the ba-
sis of which it would be allowed to sell certificates representing 1 or 10 or 100
MWh of renewables based electricity. The idea is linked to the European Com-
munity directive on renewable electricity production, COM(97)599 final. This
directive allots minimum quota of renewables based electricity to each member
state. By linking up the RECS system to the renewable electricity target quota, it
is allowed to achieve a part of the quota through certificate trade with another
member state.

Some member states such as Sweden, Finland and Austria dispose of ample pos-
sibilities for relatively cheap renewables based electricity generation (wood and
small scale hydro), also as regards the remaining growth potential. On the other
hand densely populated countries, such as the Benelux countries and the UK,
with few forest reserves and neither noticeable small scale hydro potential, have
to resort to wind power as the first default option. As a consequence, the base
price in the UK and the Benelux would be much higher than for example in Fin-
land, and consequently a trade potential exists. As long as the certification of re-
newable generation units is accurate and the EU as a whole achieves the target,
the trade system provides benefits both to the certificate selling and buying
countries without compromising the policy goals.

A study by Voogt et al (2001) tried to analyse the volume and prices of certifi-
cate trade. The renewable electricity production in the EU has to grow from 322
TWh in 1995 to 662 TWh in 2010. In case of a perfectly operating EU wide
RECS market a certificate price of 62 €/MWh is expected (or 82 €/MWh when
large scale hydro and waste are excluded). In the study of Voogt et al Finland
would export certificates commensurate with a production of almost 12TWh,
whereas Spain and Germany are the largest importers. Please note that each
country should retain sufficient certificates to match with the quota target. This
means that the 12 TWh for Finland would come on top of the production already
planned in the national renewable energy promotion programme (UEO), which
looks like an extremely optimistic figure.
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Furthermore, the certificate trade has also to be introduced inside every member
state (i.e. all electricity sales companies should acquire a certain share of the cer-
tificates, whereas the cost have be somehow transferred to the final user). The
certificate target for Finland is 31,5% of production, accounting for some import
that would mean 28% to 30% of consumption. Observing the domestic price lev-
els, both at the wholesale market and for end-users, it seems very unlikely that
the simulated international price forecast of 62 €/MWh would be feasible in the
domestic market.

However, there are various circumstances that might aid to resolve this problem.
First, a good part of the biomass CHP production is used either for own industrial
purposes or sold via a municipal vertically integrated company. In both cases the
certificate payment would be a fairly meaningless internal money transfer, which
mainly constitutes an accountancy challenge to keep the profit centres where they
used to be. Secondly, the domestic market can probably operate with some de-
gree of detachment from the international price formation, allowing for lower
domestic prices. Thirdly, assuming that the internationally traded certificates
would represent a very considerable profit mark-up (which seems likely even if
the prices as mentioned in Voogt et al are by no means not reached), electric
power companies could decide to swallow some of the cost of the domestic sys-
tem (which refers back to the previous point).

So, an extra boost for renewable based electricity production in the framework of
the RECS system is possible, but in all likelihood not to the extent as simulated
in the study of Voogt et al. An important attenuation of the growth will also
come from rising cost of biomass, as the demand for biomass will have to expand
anyhow to a significant extent. A surplus production of 3 TWh (instead of 12
TWh) might already be a nice achievement. Such an amount fits also more easy
into the likely expansion plans and needs of the Finnish electricity system. A
surplus production of more than 6 TWh would have far reaching effects on
choices in the future generation mix.
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6. Reviewing the current market

6.1 The wholesale market – what about market power ?

The discussion chapters 3 and 4 clarified already that – even though the Nordic
and more particular the Finnish power market is reasonably competitive and open
– the dynamics seem to hint to competition diminishing tendencies at the expense
of a part of the customers. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 below show price behaviour for
the Finnish segment in the Nordpool spot-market related to the load level(s) that
the times at which these spot prices were realised. All price-load combinations
concern Tuesdays and Fridays in winter 2001/2002 and autumn-winter 2002 for
three typical periods of the day (baseload, dayload, peak). Next to the overall
load levels (based on consumption) also the load levels of Finnish production
capacity in relation to these spot-prices are shown32. For the winter period
2001/2002 the curves show a marked change in price sensitivity when consump-
tion loads start to approach 11000 MW. During autumn-winter 2002 this point is
located at approximately 10000 MW, i.e. 1000 MW difference due to the limited
hydro capacity.

The price sensitivity in figure 6.1 is quite low up to 11000 MW (~10500 MW
production), demonstrating that there is sufficient capacity – owned by suffi-
ciently different suppliers – to keep prices increases to a minimum. Beyond
11000 MW, the production needs are not really tight (there was in that period
sufficient hydro available), but the price starts to increase remarkably. Possibly,
the number of market players in the Nordic and the Finnish market with appro-
priate and ample spare capacity became small enough to enable bidders to put in
extra margins. However, it cannot be excluded that a coincidence of special cir-
cumstances has caused higher prices than expected (e.g. a combination of failures
in production capacity and problems in main transmission lines).

                                             
32 . In case the price peak, production peak and consumption peak do not coincide, the price peak is deci-
sive (and a sub-peak in production or consumption might be taken instead of the highest).
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Figure 6.1.  Nordpool Elspot-Fin price levels and corresponding load levels for
Tuesdays and Fridays in December 2001 and January 2002

The situation that arose in the autumn of 2002 is different (fig.6.2), because in
that case hydro capacity is really limited due to sustained lack of precipitation
throughout the entire Nordpool area, whereas temperatures were often various
degrees below the long term average for the time of the year. In fact one can re-
gard that as a situation in which the supply-cost curves as displayed in the figure
3.3 moves to the left, meaning that expensive fossil fuel capacity has to be used
at lower load levels than usual and/or import prices increase significantly (at least
from Nordpool member countries) because fossil back-pressure, peak load units
and finally even heavy industry switch-off opportunity cost function as the price
reference. Furthermore, since hydro has to be rationed one can notice that even at
low load levels (under 9000 MW) the price level has generally risen. The overall
result is that the curves in figure 6.2 show less marked bends than in figure 6.1
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Figure 6.2.  Nordpool Elspot-Fin price levels and corresponding load levels for
Tuesdays and Fridays in weeks 36-49 in 2002

The figures 6.1 and 6.2 include also the results of estimated functions in which
production load level was related with the Nordpool price at the same time (x in
the legend). The estimation results are summarised below in table 6.1. The esti-
mated function is:

ln(prod_cap d,h) = C + α . ln(price d,h) [6.1]

or in 1 case

ln(prod_cap d,h) = C + α . ln(price d,h) + γ . Season d,h [6.2]

Where prod_capd,h denotes the domestic production capacity used at day d and
hour h, and price d,h) denotes the Nordpool price for Finland at the same moment.
Finally, Season represents a seasonal proxy-dummy for weather and daylight im-
pacts33.

                                             
33 . For monthly data running from 6 to 1 going from winter to summer and than back from 1 to 6 when
proceeding from summer to winter again; similarly is counted for weeks running form 1 to 26 and back.
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It has also been tested whether replication or permanence effects were relevant
by exploring specifications which also included the price of a preceding day or
the same day previous week34. The awareness of relative tightness of available
production capacity, separately from the signal conveyed by the Nordpool price,
could not be identified satisfactorily. For example, the inclusion of a lagged utili-
sation rate appeared to be useless because of strong correlation with the load.

Five estimations have been made, one for the winter period 2001/2002, one for
the autumn/winter period in 2002, and two for the same autumn/winter period in
2002, but distinguished by loads up to 9600 MW and loads above 9600 MW
(9600 MW representing the approximate regime switch area, see figure 6.2).

Table 6.1.  Estimation results for domestic capacity use responsiveness based on
observed daily load profiles

Autumn/
winter 2002
TOTAL

Autumn/
winter 2002
TOTAL

Autumn/
winter 2002
< 9600MW

Autumn/
winter 2002
> 9600MW

Winter
2001/2002

Constant 7,613 8,098395 6,7976 8,2368 8,678

t-value 73,4 48,0 18,0 93,9 61,5

ln(price) (α) 0,4316 0,22374 0,6645 0,2695 0,151

t-value 14,9 3,4 5,8 11,4 3,6

Season (γ) 0,016587

t-value 3,5

R2 0,76 0,79 0,62 0,73 0,37

N 72 72 22 40 24

It is quite obvious from the differences in the parameter values that the market
conditions changed significantly. In 2002 autumn/winter period the production
responds much faster to Nordpool prices than it did in the earlier period (winter
2001/2002). Put differently, a smaller price change is needed in order to incite a
certain amount of extra domestic production to be offered compared to the earlier
period. The same applies for the distinction between lower and higher load re-

                                             
34 .  For the very short run (price behaviour over subsequent hours within a day) these effects do exist, see
e.g. Solibakke (2000) and de Jong and Huisman (2002).
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gimes, meaning that in off-peak periods the generation market is relatively more
responsive to a certain percentage change in wholesale prices (α is larger). Fur-
thermore, a closer look at the behaviour of production and demand in the winter
period 2001/2002 shows much larger variations in the ‘gap’ between production
and consumption at approximately same time-price combinations. In other
words, at least these observations indicate at possibly less market consistent be-
haviour in the winter period 2001/2002. Due to the extreme conditions also in
autumn-winter 2002 a situation of market power was reached. Finnish production
unit-cost are not higher than 45€/MWh (total cost basis). Yet, evidently the own-
ers of Finnish spare capacity had no incentives to offer their capacity at rates that
would be remarkably under the Nordpool alternatives.

It appears that inclusion of the seasonal dummy (week-basis) contributes to the
explanatory power, i.e. there is an seasonal drift in the production loads, among
others due to growing output from heat demand driven CHP-DH plants and pos-
sibly also due to generic anticipation on growing (winter) demand.

In addition to an analysis of load levels and price responsiveness the operation of
the market has been considered on the basis of weekly and monthly data (so con-
sumed and produced electricity per week or per month in Finland). The explana-
tory equation on the basis of weekly and monthly data is similar to the load
equation above, but in this case the capacity utilisation rate is also relevant:

ln(prodt) = C + α . ln(pricet) + β. ln(util_capt-1) + γ. Seasont [6.3]

prodt denotes the production from domestic capacity in period t (week or month),
similarly pricet is the Nordpool FIN price level in period t, while util_capt-1

stands for the utilisation of domestic production capacity in the previous period
as fraction of the maximum possible35, and finally Season is a dummy variable
representing seasonal influence 30. The estimation results are summarised in table
6.3.

                                             
35 . Assuming normal hydro power conditions as reference level.
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Table 6.2.  Estimation results for monthly and weekly production responsiveness

Constant ln(price)
(α)

ln(util_capt-1)
(β)

Season
(γ)

R2 N

Months 8,272846 0,129331 0,21532 0,061543

t-values 88,8 5,4 3,1 9,1 0,89 58

Weeks 6,98488 0,1613 0,6055 0,00772

t-values 60,8 5,6 11,0 5,8 0,91 99

6.2 Lessons from the wholesale price developments

Further insight is provided by the graphs 6.3 to 6.5. In figure 6.3 monthly con-
sumption and production as well as the average monthly Nordpool-FIN price is
shown. Throughout the years 1998-2000 the Nordpool average monthly price did
not go over € 18 (except January 1998) whereas consumption was growing
steadily at a higher rate than production, implying increases of imported electric-
ity. The process of steady growth of consumption whereas production is trailing
that trend at an increasing distance continues in 2001, however against a back-
ground of much higher price levels36. The price is about € 4 to € 7 higher than
expected, circumstances considered (i.e. sufficient hydro power available). Fur-
thermore, prices also remain quite long at a relatively high level and come down
only in summer 2001. From summer 2001 well into the summer of 2002 prices
start to return to normal levels. However, the draught in all Nordic countries,
combined with steady continuation of demand growth results in severe price rises
in autumn 2002. Different from 2001 is that in this case not any hydro based
power can be imported via Sweden. On the contrary Finland even exports to the
rest of Nordpool and maximises its import from Russia (see also figure 2.4 and
6.4).

In addition in figure 6.4 it is visible that import levels have been swinging sub-
stantially. Minimum hydro reservoir levels for the entire Nordpool area are usu-
ally attained in early spring, just before melting starts to outperform use. In
summer and early autumn with usually sufficient hydro and the revision cycles of
the fossil power plants (and sometimes nuclear) the system relies heavily on –
imported – hydro power. In winter usually less hydro based import is available as
Sweden and Norway need much of it themselves. Consequently, the price of im-

                                             
36 . In February 2001 production diminishes even, despite a rise in the Nordpool-FIN price.
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ports goes up and back-pressure fossil fuel units become ever more the price ref-
erence for Nordpool-FIN prices.

Figure 6.3.  Monthly production and consumption (in GWh; left scale) and aver-
age monthly Nordpool-FIN price (in €/MWh; right hand scale) for the years
1998 -2002.

Figure 6.4.  Monthly normalised levels (1998=100) of electricity production,
consumption, import and Nordpool-FIN prices
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As indicated in the analytical results above the production follows the price but
that is especially true in the very short term (capacity allocation). On the basis of
weekly or monthly observation of price behaviour and the response of electricity
production, it seems that the relation is weaker. This is shown in figure 6.5. The
spread of observations has a shape that undeniably indicates that there is some
relation between price and production (elasticity of about 0,3), but the distribu-
tion is rather dispersed including quite some observations in the wrong quadrants
(deceptively suggesting a negative relation between wholesale prices and pro-
duction).

Figure 6.5.  Scatter diagram of variations in Finnish electricity production and
Nordpool-FIN  price in 2001 and 2002  (weekly figures)

The examples also demonstrate the large risks and the limited predictability of
prices. Price forecasts of a few days ahead with available weather reports and
knowledge about available hydro and transmission capacity are quite reliable, but
already a month ahead becomes quite difficult. On the other hand same price lev-
els are answered by different levels of domestic production.

All in all it seems that the price signal of Nordpool is relevant for the optimal
allocation of generation resources and also contributes to reduction in overcapac-
ity. However, the detachment of wholesale from end-use prices for most of the
consumers has taken out the possibility to incite timely demand reactions to scar-
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city signals as conveyed by the Nordpool price (only some large industries are
directly exposed to wholesale market price fluctuations). The delayed demand
reaction, due to delayed tariff rises, may even contribute to pig-cycle phenomena,
which means that by the time producers get their added capacity on line consum-
ers have started to slow down or even stop demand growth due to the tariff rises.
This would result in significant drops in the Nordpool price level, which on the
one hand may cause trouble to investors, but on the other hand increases the
margins for power sellers to end users (as they had risen the tariffs and can buy
part of the power cheaply). In a next phase this may ignite a new round of com-
petition among sellers to attract clients on the basis reduced tariffs. Subsequently,
demand (growth) will start to increase again, until the next tight situation with
very high prices is reached. In other words the market situation alternates be-
tween overcapacity and shortage risks.

Summarising, the consequence of this detachment is that overall efficiency of the
system is only achieved for:

1. the short term when capacity is given and under the proviso that demand lev-
els are not testing the upper limits of capacity (i.e. no absolute scarcity)

2. the medium term, provided that the actual hydro capacity is not fluctuating
too much and provided that annual demand develops at a very steady pace
and does not involve disproportionate changes in daily, weekly and seasonal
load profiles.

Situation 1 did exist and will reoccur regularly, whereas the period 1998-2000
seems to correspond to situation 2. Situation 2 will occur from time to time but
not on a regular basis (can not be forecast reliably).

A further complication regarding the efficient extension of capacity seems to be
the somewhat different ways in which aggregate consumption and maximum
loads develop. The annual growth rate of electricity demand between 1970 and
2001 has been 4,35%. In the second half of this period the annual growth rate
was 2,85%. The variation in the development of annual consumption depends
largely on two factors, being economic cycles and the weather (harshness of
winters). There have been no dramatic swings in end use price levels, although
the decrease of real term price levels in the second part of the nineties, has as-
sisted demand growth on top of the impact of a booming economy.
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Figure 6.6.  Year-to-year increases (in %) in aggregate consumption (C-step)
and in the maximum system load (L-step)

As the relative share in the national economy of the heavy industry is declining
the impact of economic cycles on the variation in the development of demand is
diminishing. This can be seen in figure 6.6 above. In the same figure also the
variation in the development of the annual maximum load is shown. As the influ-
ence of the economic cycle is diminishing the average level of the growth of
maximum load is slowing down (the relation between maximum load growth and
annual demand growth is virtually one to one). However, in contrast to the di-
minishing amplitudes in the annual growth series, the year-to-year variation in
maximum load levels (in %) is not diminishing since it is predominantly deter-
mined by variation in weather conditions. Swings of 10% are still possible. How-
ever, whereas 10% represented ~350 MW in 1971 it represents ~1300 MW 2001.

As has been explained earlier the number of hours of peak demand per year is not
very large. This is in itself already a reason in a liberalised market to try to rely
on purchase contracts (imports) instead of installing more power. On top of that
the large variation in the development of maximum loads reinforces the tendency
to rely on purchased (i.e. imported) power.

In as far as Sweden and Norway can compensate the shortages no serious prob-
lems arise, but foreseen developments in available capacity on the one hand and
ongoing increase in demand and load levels on the other hand result in the pros-
pect that periods with very high wholesale prices start to abound within a few
years.
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Fig 6.7.  Comparison of Nordpool price levels and marginal and total-
incremental production cost per MWh

Finally, figure 6.7 shows the price behaviour on the exchange in autumn and
winter of 2002 in comparison with marginal (MC) and total (TC) incremental
production cost of the Finnish generation capacity. In fact figure 6.7 merges the
information from figures 6.2 and 3.3. From figure 6.7 can be inferred that the
pricing, also during off-peak hours, has been well above marginal cost (but partly
under total unit cost), whereas for all those hours where the load was above 9000
MW prices at least equalled total unit cost or went beyond it. All in all it means
that on the power exchange in the years 2001 (see figure 6.1) and 2002 most of
the time mark ups above marginal cost were possible. It should be noted that the
default text book assumption is that in a perfect wholesale power market prices
on the exchange equal marginal production cost (for the respective hours of the
day).

6.3 Retail market

6.3.1 Tariff developments

Prior to the liberalisation of the Finnish electricity market end-use prices in-
creased rather fast for all customers in the first part of the nineties (see figure
6.8). In the second part up to the beginning of 2001 nominal end-use prices de-
creased somewhat. Over the course of 2001 nominal end-use prices started to
increase significantly and even more dramatically at end of 2002 and the start of
2003. As can be seen in figure 6.8 price developments followed mostly the same
patterns across all end-use categories. Residential customers experienced larger
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percentage increases up to 1997. Similarly, between 1997 and 2001 the percent-
age decreases are somewhat larger for the commercial end-users. This picture
changes however in the most recent period during which the percentage price
rises for the commercial end-users are larger than for residential customers. Evi-
dently, the list prices for the larger commercial customers are more closely tied to
the wholesale market price developments.

Table 6.3 gives a summary of price changes by period, for both nominal and real
prices. It also shows that up to the beginning of 2001 price increases in real terms
were rather small over the previous decade.  These increases can be largely at-
tributed to increases in energy/electricity taxation. Prices excluding taxes went
down in real terms between 1992 and 2001 for all categories, with reductions
varying roughly from -7% for small customers to -20% for large customers.

Table 6.3.  Nominal and real price changes for end-use electricity by period and
end-user category (taxes included)

Nominal
prices

K1
hh.

K2
hh.

M1
Farm

M2
farm

L1
hh-el

L2
hh-el

T1
small
indu.

T2
Small
indu.

T3
Medium
size indu

T4
larger
indu.

92-'03 34 % 35 % 26 % 29 % 36 % 44 % 31 % 49 % 51 %
92-'97 21 % 22 % 21 % 20 % 22 % 22 % 16 % 13 % 13 %
97-'03 10 % 11 % 5 % 8 % 12 % 18 % 13 % 32 % 33 %
97-'01 -5 % -3 % -7 % -5 % -4 % -1 % -10 % -11 % -11 %
01-'03 16 % 14 % 13 % 14 % 16 % 19 % 25 % 42 % 48 % 50 %
real prices
92-'03 11 % 12 % 5 % 7 % 13 % 20 % 9 % 24 % 25 %
92-'97 13 % 13 % 12 % 11 % 13 % 13 % 8 % 5 % 5 %
97-'03 -2 % -1 % -6 % -4 % 0 % 5 % 1 % 18 % 19 %
97-'01 -11 % -9 % -14 % -12 % -10 % -8 % -16 % -17 % -17 %
01-'03 11 % 9 % 8 % 9 % 11 % 15 % 20 % 36 % 42 % 44 %

In the next two figures 6.9 and 6.10 a further distinction is made between the tar-
iff part for distribution and the tariff part referring to electricity proper. The in-
formation for the separate tariff parts is however only available since 1997. The
two parts develop quite separately. The electricity part (figure 6.10) is by and
large following the price developments on the wholesale market, though with
delay and smoothing out effects. The distribution part of the tariff has shown a
modest increase in nominal prices, which translates itself into a slight decrease
(below 1% per year) in real prices. In distribution is however still looming a sub-
stantial potential for improvement of efficiency (Korhonen et al, 2000). Person-
nel has been diminishing over time (Adato, 2002) whereas other industrial cost
have not been increasing much. All things considered there remains some space
for wondering whether average distribution prices could be actually lower than
they happen to be now. In this context it should also be noted that, unlike various
counterparts in other EU countries, the Finnish energy market authority does not
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apply price cap regulation for the monopolistic part of the electricity prices (the
distribution part of the tariff).

Figure 6.10 also shows that the tariff for electrically heated homes (L1, L2) is
quite low and even lower than that of the largest regular industrial end-use cate-
gory (T4)37. Recalling the explanations and figures presented in chapter 3, it
seems to be the only end-use category of which the electricity part of the tariff is
somewhere between marginal and total unit cost of Finnish production units
(apart from hydro) and quite often it seems nearer to marginal than total unit cost.

Figure 6.8.  Average end-use prices 1992 - 2003, by user group, in cent/kWh
(nominal prices) (source: electricity market authority)

Legend to figure 6.8 – 6.11:
K1 Appartment, fuse 1x25A, consumption 2 MWh/year
K2 Single house, fuse 3x25A, consumption 5 MWh/year
L1 Single house with electric heating, fuse 3x25A, 18 MWh/year
L2 Single house with accumulating electric heating, fuse 3x25A, 20 MWh/year
M1 Agriculture, fuse 3x35 A, consumption 10 MWh/year
M2 Agriculture, fuse 3x35 A, consumption 35 MWh/year
T1 Small-scale industry, 150 MWh/year, max load 75 kW
T2 Small-scale industry, consumption 600 MWh/year, demand 200 kW
T3 Medium-scale industry, consumption 2 000 MWh/year, demand 500 kW
T4 Medium-scale industry, consumption 10 000 MWh/year, demand 2 500 kW

                                             
37 . Among the heavy industry sectors (e.g. paper, basic metals) substantially larger consumers exist (for a
single location). The larger the consumer the more likely it is that customised contracts prevail. This no-
tion is already relevant for the categories T3 and T4.
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Figure 6.9.  Distribution tariffs in Finland, 1997-2003, by user group, taxes ex-
cluded, in cents/kWh (nominal prices) (source: electricity market authority)

Figure 6.10.  Electricity cost proper, as part of end-use tariff, 1997-2003, by end
user group, taxes excluded, in cents/kWh (nominal prices) (source: electricity
market authority)
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6.3.2 Competition considerations

Compared to other countries the share of customers switching between compa-
nies has been rather small in Finland (VaasaEMG, 2001). Unlike sometimes sug-
gested in other publications such a low switching rate is not necessarily a bad
thing, it may just as well hint at higher customer satisfaction instead of the de-
fault assumption of ‘inaction’. In reality both judgements seem to have some va-
lidity (VaasaEMG, 2002). Most probably the net financial gains for residential
customers and commercial small customers were – perceived as – too modest to
incite action easily. This perception prevailed despite the fact that the conditions
to switch from electricity supplier have been eased, whereas for example the
electricity market authority promotes full openness and easy access regarding
price comparisons.

 Figure 6.11.  Price changes per end-user category 2002-2003, in cent/kWh

The recent price increases have been causing an increase in the spread of prices
on offer, and consequently switching rates may start to rise. Depending on the
degree that this coincides with the potential cash flow problems of various distri-
bution companies, the switching may start a process of growing contrasts be-
tween companies. A second reason might be that the marketing of green (or other
wise labelled) electricity is likely to be intensified38, and thereby causing more
switching. Figure 6.11 shows the impacts of the recent price increases on the
change in lowest, average and highest price per end-use category. For an electri-

                                             
38 . Next to environmental motives customers could also have economic motives for switching to labelled
electricity, since some of the labelled concepts provide more price certainty.
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cally heated home (L2), the benefit of switching could amount to about € 500,-
per year. The extremely large price differences among larger industrial customers
(T4) imply a potential gain from switching in the order of magnitude of 1 million
Euro per year.

As was already mentioned in chapter 4 on risks (section 4.4.3) the quick and
dramatic increase of the wholesale market price in combination with the regula-
tion of a supply obligation of local customers (returning from a second non-local
supplier) may cause at least cash flow problems for some companies. This con-
cern can be further widened, since several customer groups enjoyed prices that
were around or below the average wholesale price of the year 2002. Figure 6.12
shows the Nordpool exchange (FIN) price since 1998 as well as the electricity
part of tariffs of larger industrial customers, electrically heated homes, and
households generally (in detached homes).

Figure 6.12.  Development of Nordpool-FIN monthly average prices and of end-
user prices – electricity part in the period 1998-2002, in €/MWh

Electricity distribution companies – as shown in chapters 2 and 3 – are not only
depending on the exchange price, but on the  medium term (after 6 to 12 months)
sustained high price levels on the exchange start also to impact substantially on
the bilateral contract market. The average price on the exchange for 2002
amounts to 27,3 €/MWh (http://www.nordpool.com/). Bearing in mind that many
days in late autumn and winter were colder than average in Southern and Central
Finland a significant amount of extra electricity for electric heating purposes had
to be purchased by the distribution companies (and other intermediates) at least
partly if not wholly at the exchange. From figure 6.12 it is immediately clear that
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the incremental electricity demand (for heating) in the last months of 2002 has
been supplied to households at prices far below the cost price of that electricity.
Possibly a similar phenomenon appeared also in February and March 2001, but at
a much milder scale.

For a proper appreciation of this – actually underpriced – delivery it should be
realised that electric heating demand also contributed to peak demand and conse-
quently to peak prices. Assuming an extra effect of electric heating on some days
of 500 MW, it translates itself in a price increase on the wholesale market during
winter 2002-2003 of roughly €10,- to €20,- per MWh (on top of the increases
that would have materialised anyhow). That impact affected all buyers on the
market during those peaks demand hours. In other words in case of availability of
DSM measures during many days and periods the wholesale price level could
have been €10,- to €20,- lower per MWh and consequently the very sizeable
transfers of wealth (from distribution companies and traders to producers; with
important differences across the client portfolio of companies) could have been
appreciably smaller.

Therefore, all things considered it seems justified to conclude that abundant ap-
plication of electric heating in a liberalised market, without the use of DSM, and
an otherwise also virtual detachment of the wholesale and retail market, demon-
strates to be a risky option for various parties involved and causes extra cost to
the market in general. Apart from DSM it may also imply that for both newly
built homes now default fitted with electric heating and currently electrically
heated homes facing large renovations heat pumps might start to be an attractive
alternative, possibly in combination with other heating technologies.
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7. Conclusions

In comparison to other countries in the EU and elsewhere the liberalised market
in Nordic Europe and not the least in Finland has been functioning quite well
most of the time. Up to recently real end-use prices net of taxes went down with-
out significant reductions in the quality of the services neither for society (envi-
ronment, security of supply) nor for most of the individual customers
(reliability). Reconnection times in case of broken lines increased however re-
markably. This left pockets of customers with significantly reduced reliability.
Most probably new regulation on compensation for prolonged outages will re-
duce this problem.

At the wholesale market both generation and distribution companies seemed
generally to be coping well with the naturally high price volatility of an electric-
ity exchange. The liberalisation started in Finland (and also the other Nordic
countries) in a situation of surplus capacity. Consequently, the liberalisation
caused wholesale prices to be low, i.e. Nordpool was a buyers market. That
situation reduced (as it should) willingness to invest in a new capacity. Over the
time surplus capacity eroded sufficiently to start lasting price increases in 2001.

In the course of 2002 the shortcomings of the Nordic power market started to
become more visible. The variation in hydro capacity, which depends on weather
phenomena which cannot be previewed for more than about a week, makes it
difficult to develop a market that has sufficient forward looking abilities. On the
basis of the filling situation of the hydro reservoirs, the other available produc-
tion capacity, and the demand forecasts, forward prices for periods less than one
year have still a genuine and useful forecasting capacity. For longer periods, in
fact just some kind of extension of current averages is rather common. The con-
sequence is that by the time that investors trust that wholesale prices are perma-
nently on a level high enough to warrant an acceptable lifetime ROI on the new
capacity, it still takes two to six years before extra capacity is actually available,
depending on the type of unit built. The question is to what extent extreme
wholesale prices could occur in the meantime, thereby disrupting the market ei-
ther due to loosing end-use customers (reducing output, bankruptcy, more self-
generation, relocation) or due to serious cash flow problems within the electricity
sector (sales obligations to new and returning local customers at standard tariffs
while incremental demand has to be covered from exchange purchases).

The above described impact of hydro is hard to escape via measures in the
wholesale market only. In contrast to the hedging products for contracts shorter
than a year, hedging cannot help much for this structural long term problem.
Furthermore, any kind of enforcement to invest will only reduce the originally
claimed efficiency of liberalised markets. One of the few options that can be used
to some extent is the extension of transmission capacity between countries and
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systems. However, the market regulation of international transmission networks
is still in a state of (progressing) infancy.

A much more important measure in the short to medium term is however the re-
connection of wholesale and retail markets. The virtual detachment of the whole-
sale and retail markets is an essential weakness of many liberalised electricity
markets, including the Nordic and Finnish electricity market.

Reconnection will imply the (re)introduction of Demand Side Management
(DSM), with the inclusion of Time-of-Day (ToD) pricing and Demand Side Bid-
ding (DSB). There are however strong indications that hint at the importance of a
proper embedding of these customer oriented price and demand interventions.
Electricity companies have to reconsider the ways in which they sell electric
power. As the value of electricity to customers is a multidimensional issue (em-
bodying economics, environmental values, loyalties, etc.) this needs to be re-
flected in a multidimensional marketing and product development approach.
Electricity labelling will probably become more important, also because of the
recent EU regulation concerning the origin of electricity sold.

Apart from the principal architectural matters in the Nordic and Finnish electric-
ity market there are concerns about the operational risks and emergence of mar-
ket power. The hydro dominated system of the Nordic countries within a
liberalised market context will most probably lead to alternating cycles of surplus
capacity (with low wholesale market prices in absence of market power) and
tight capacity (with high wholesale market prices, possibly moderated due to
DSM or exacerbated due to market power). The challenge to regulators is that
neither part of the cycle is becoming extremely disadvantageous for neither of the
parties involved (notably generators, distributors, and end-users). Prolonged pe-
riods of very low wholesale prices may cause market concentration due to take-
overs and mergers of weakened generators. Furthermore, prolonged periods of
low prices usually also slows down (environmentally relevant) innovation in
generation capacity. Strong upward swings of wholesale prices may cause cash
flow problems for the distribution companies, which risk is furthermore rein-
forced by the obligation to serve local new and returned customers against stan-
dard tariffs.

End users can be exposed to negative effects due to vertical reintegration (captive
network pricing, de facto market power) and due to economising on monopolistic
services (grid reliability). Close surveillance of the monopolistic part of the elec-
tricity market will probably reduce these negative effects. Such close surveillance
might include the use of price cap regulation. Too small companies may inhibit
the exploitation of efficiency improvement potential. The latter is notably rele-
vant for the distribution part of the market.
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Given the experiences in the past two years, there is also room for some concern
about asymmetric price behaviour in the wholesale market. After slightly more
prolonged high-price periods it takes considerably more time before wholesale
prices return to ‘normal’ levels (for given ‘normal’ momentary demand levels)
than it takes to get the prices to elevated levels. As such this observation is not-
inconsistent with the claim that the forward looking capabilities of the electricity
exchange are limited (essentially just extending recent price levels into the future,
until new evidence occurs).

The impacts of extensive use of electric heating in a liberalised market, without
the use of DSM, and an otherwise also virtual detachment of the wholesale and
retail market, demonstrates to be a risky option for various parties involved and
causes extra cost to the market in general, due to the significant price elevating
effect of electric heating on cold days.

Apart from DSM it also implies that for newly built homes now default fitted
with electric heating as well as for currently electrically heated homes facing
large renovations heat pumps might start to be an attractive alternative.

At the international level further harmonisation and clarity and transparency re-
garding investment and exploitation of transmission capacity is strongly recom-
mended.
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Datasähkö: http://www.dsturku.net/fi/

ECEEE: http://www.eceee.org/

Energy Forum (portal): http://www.energyforum.net/

Energy market authority: http://www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi/

Finergy: http://www.energia.fi/

IEA-DSM: http://dsm.iea.org/

Ministry of Trade and Industry (KTM): http://www.ktm.fi/

Nordpool: http://www.nordpool.com/
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